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Abstract

Climate change is and will be challenging societies and policy makers. Decisions for mitigation or
adaptation are based on climate projections produced by climate models. However, due to structural
and parametric differences between the models uncertainties are introduced into the projections. Ef-
forts have been made to reduce these uncertainties, howeverit is not a trivial task to make climate
projections more accurate. This thesis shows three different approaches how uncertainties can be re-
duced in the existing model data. The focus is set on regionalprojections and regional aggregation of
climate change results.

In Chapter 2 the role of the ocean heat transport to the Arcticis analyzed in greater detail. Global
warming caused by anthropogenic greenhouse gases impacts this region severely by changes in sea
ice cover which have strong implications for the heat budget. Simulating future temperature increase
in this region is difficult due to the complexity of this particular climate system. Atmosphere Ocean
Global Circulation Models (AOGCM) show large uncertainties in their temperature projections for
this region. In this study we show that the main differences in the pattern of the simulated surface
temperatures of the AOGCMs are localized over the Barents Sea. This is a region where surface tem-
perature depends on ocean currents, namely the North Atlantic Drift Stream bringing warm surface
water to high latitudes. The strength of the northward oceanheat transport on the other hand impacts
the sea ice cover in this region. Less sea ice leads to a stronger warming. Comparisons with obser-
vations reveal that those models which have a stronger northward ocean heat transport simulate the
sea ice extent more accurately than those which have a weakerocean heat transport. A major new
finding of this thesis is that transporting less energy to thenorth induces more sea ice in the Arctic
and consequently the future polar warming is less pronounced in these model projections.

In Chapter 3 a statistical approach is described which reduces uncertainties in regional projectionssig-
nificantly . So far, regional climate change results have often been presented on simple rectangular
areas defined in a rather ad hoc way instead of being based on climatic features. Cluster analysis
algorithms offer the opportunity to define regions in which certain variables of interest, e.g. the cur-
rent climate, or the projected changes, have similar values. Working with the k-means algorithm it is
possible to define regions for which the number and the shape depend on the variable(s) of interest.
For a regional classification focused on one variable (e.g. temperature or precipitation) the spatial
spread of the projections can be reduced significantly without introducing too much uncertainty in the
model disagreement compared to the old set of regions used inprevious studies. One disadvantage
of the k-means algorithm is that the number of clusters (regions) needs to be pre assigned. In order
to determine the optimal number of regions the uncertainty of the projection in each region is mini-
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mized. A key finding of this work is that the suggested number of regions required to best represent
climate similarity is larger compared to the regions used inthe past for all variables looked at. This
leads to regions encompassing climatic features of a rathersmall scale. Cluster analysis also offers
the possibility to combine different aspects of a climate such as temperature and precipitation, two
characteristics which are important for impact studies because of their relevance in plant phenology
and therefore in ecosystems.

The poles, namely the North Pole, show the greatest absolutewarming, today and in future. But
relative to their climate variability these changes are notvery large. The regions where the smallest
global warming is needed for a significant change in their temperature regime are the tropical regions.
Due to their small decadal variability a smaller global warming is needed for the signal to emerge out
of the noise than in other regions as is shown in Chapter 4. Hence, large parts of the Tropics need
to address sooner to climate change than others. However, the countries being affected earlier by the
warming climate are largely the ones which are not responsible for the warming observed because
the countries in the Tropics emit the least amount of CO2. Based on these findings the small scale
detectability of precipitation is analyzed using the same methods in Chapter 5. Local detectability of
precipitation is difficult, especially in already dry regions due to their large variability in precipitation.
In Chapter 6 a climate index is built based on the results in Chapter 4 and 5. Futhermore, an indicator
for vulnerability and adaptive capacity are included in theindex. Most tropical countries are in an
unfavorable condition compared to others.

Summerized the major conclusions from this thesis are: (1) the northward ocean heat transport in-
fluences sea ice cover in the Arctic and has therefore an influence on temperature projections in the
Arctic, (2) cluster analysis provides a tool to define homogenous climate regions at a higher spatial
resolution than in past works, and (3) significant local warming in low latitudes is unavoidable.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Klimaänderung zwingt die Mitglieder unserer Gesellschaft und Entscheidungsträger zum han-
deln. Entscheidungen darüber, wie man den Kilmawandel abschwächen kann oder ob man sich daran
anpassen soll, basieren auf Klimaprognosen welche von Klimamodellen berechnet werden. Allerdings
führen die strukturellen und die parametrischen Unterschiede zwischen den Klimamodellen zu Unsi-
cherheiten in den Prognosen. Frühere Studien haben sich bereits damit auseinandergesetzt, wie Unsi-
cherheiten in Klimaprojektionen reduziert werden können. Diese Arbeit zeigt drei neue Möglichkeiten
auf, wie Unsicherheiten in regionalen Klimaprognosen reduziert werden können.

In Kapitel 2 wird die Rolle des ozeanischen Wärmetransports in die Arktis detailliert untersucht. Die
durch anthropogene Treibhausgase verursachte Erwärmungführt zu starken Veränderungen in dieser
Region. Die Erwärmung verändert die Meereisbedeckung, was wiederum zu Veränderungen in der
Energiebilanz führt. Die Klimamodelle weisen grosse Unsicherheiten in der Arktis auf, da die phy-
sikalischen Zusammenhänge in dieser Region sehr komplex sind. In dieser Studie wird gezeigt, dass
sich die von den Klimamodelle berechneten Bodentemperaturen am stärksten in der Barentssee un-
terscheiden. Die Temperaturen in dieser Region werden stark durch den nordatlantischen Driftstrom
beeinflusst, welcher warmes Oberflächenwasser in die hohenBreiten transportiert. Die Meereisbe-
deckung wird ebenfalls durch die Stärke des nordwärts gerichteten Wärmetransports beeinflusst. Wird
weniger Energie in die hohen Breiten transportiert, kann das Meereis in der Arktis stärker wach-
sen und daher ist die polare Erwämung weniger stark ausgeprägt. Eine kleinere Meereisbedeckung
führt über Rückkopplungsprozessen zu einer stärkerenErwärmung. Jene Modelle, die einen stärkeren
Wärmetransport aufweisen simulieren im Vergleich mit Beobachtungen die Meereisbedeckung besser
als jene Modelle, die einen schwächeren Wärmetransport aufweisen.

Im dritten Kapitel dieser Arbeit wird eine statistische Methode beschrieben mit welcher Unsicher-
heiten in regionalen Klimaprognosen reduziert werden können. Bis jetzt wurden Klimaprognosen
in rechteckigen Regionen aggregiert. Diese Regionen wurden allerdings eher ad hoc definiert und
basieren weniger auf klimatischen Eigenschaften. Die Clusteranalyse ermöglicht es Regionen zu de-
finieren in welchen bestimmte Variablen ähnliche Werte aufweisen. Der k-means Algorithmus bietet
die Möglichkeit die Anzahl und die Form der Regionen so zu w¨ahlen, dass sie der Charakteristika
der betrachteten Variable(n) am besten entsprechen. Im Vergleich zu den “alten” Regionen kann bei
einer regionale Klassifizierung, die auf einer Variable basiert (z. B. Temperatur oder Niederschlag),
die räumliche Unsicherheit signifikant reduziert werden ohne dabei die Unsicherheit, die von der Mo-
delunstimmigkeit herrührt, stark zu erhöhen. Der k-meanAlgorithmus besitzt allerdings den Nachteil,
dass die Anzahl von Gruppen (hier Regionen) vordefiniert werden muss. Durch die Bestimmung der
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optimalen Anzahl von Regionen kann die Unsicherheit in der Prognosen minimiert werden. Dies führt
dazu, dass im Vergleich zu den “alten” Regionen mehr Regionen entstehen. In diesen kleineren Regio-
nen werden nun klimatische Charakteristika abgebildet, wie es in den grossflächen “alten” Regionen
nicht möglich gewesen ist. In der Clusteranalyse können aber auch mehrere Klimavariablen gleich-
zeitig betrachtet werden, zum Beispiel Temperatur und Niederschlag. Diese beiden Grössen sind für
die Phänologie der Pflanzen und dieÖkosysteme sehr wichtig und damit eignen sich diese Regionen
für Studien über die Auswirkungen des Klimawandels.

Die Pole, insbesondere der Nordpol, zeigen die stärkste absolute Erwärmung, heute wie auch in der
Zukunft. Relativ zur Klimavariabilität gesehen, ist diese Erwärmung allerdings weniger stark. Be-
reits eine schwache globale Erwärmung führt in den Tropenzu einer signifikanten̈Anderung ihres
Temperaturregimes. Das Signal derÄnderung taucht entsprechend früh aus dem natürliche Rauschen
des Klimas auf, wie in Kapitel 4 gezeigt wird. Folglich muss sich ein grosser Teil der Länder in den
Tropen früher mit den Auswirkungen des Klimawandels auseinandersetzen als andere. Sie gehören
jedoch nicht zu den Ländern, die diesen Wandel zu verantworten haben, da sie am wenigsten CO2

ausstossen. Basierend auf diesen Resultaten wurde im fünften Kapitel mit denselben Methoden die
Nachweisbarkeit des Klimawandels in den modellierten Niederschlagsdaten untersucht. Regionale
Nachweisbarkeit von Niederschlagsänderungen ist sehr schwierig, vor allem in Regionen, die be-
reits wenig Niederschlag erhalten. Im sechsten Kapitel wird ein Klimaindex eingeführt, welcher auf
den Resultaten der beiden vorhergehenden Kapiteln basiert. Weiter wurde ein Indikator für die Scha-
denanfälligkeit und einer für die Anpassungsfähigkeitmit einbezogen. Im Vergleich mit den anderen
Regionen befinden sich die meisten tropischen Länder in einer unvorteilhaften Ausgangslage.

Zusammenfassend können folgende Aussagen gemacht werden: (1) der ozeanische Wärmetransport
beeinflusst die Meereisbedeckung in der Arktis und hat deshalb ebenfalls einen Einfluss auf die
zukünftige arktische Erwärmung, (2) die Clusteranalyses bietet die Möglichkeit homogene Klima-
regionen zu definieren, die zudem eine höhere räumliche Auflösung aufweisen als in älteren Studien
und (3) eine signifkante Erwärmung in den tiefen Breiten l¨asst sich nicht mehr vermeiden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

...if the quantity of carbonic acid increases in geometric progression,
the augmentation of the temperature will increase nearly inarithmetic progression...

Svante August Arrhenius (1859 - 1927)

Svante Arrhenius formulated this first greenhouse law in a paper published in 1896. At least in a
scientific article he was probably the first person to predictthat emissions of carbon dioxide from the
burning of fossil fuels would cause global warming. More than 100 years later there is general agree-
ment that the Earth climate system has warmed over the past decades and that it is very likely that
most of this warming is caused by anthropogenic greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2007). Climate change
has attracted a growing interest in research but also in the public over the past years. Especially
policy makers and economic experts have become interested in climate projections. However, large
uncertainties still exist in forcasts of future changes andtherefore, controversary surrounds discus-
sions about matters of climate change. This thesis aims to contribute to understanding and reducing
uncertainties in climate projections.

1.1 The relevant processes for climate change

The driver of climate change is a perturbation of the Earth’senergy balance. The amount of energy
transmitted, reflected or absorbed by the atmosphere can vary due to changes in the concentration
of anthropogenic greenhouse gases, aerosols, volcanic eruptions and changes in the solar irradiance.
This energy imbalance that is imposed on the climate system is termed radiative forcing (∆F ). Using
a simple energy model the change in temperature (∆T ) can be described as follows:

∆Q = ∆F − λ∆T, (1.1)

where∆Q is the increased heat flux andλ the climate feedback parameter. Oceans take up large parts
of the increased heat which in turn increases the temperature of the oceans. Due to the changes in
temperature the outgoing longwave radiation is changing, as well. This radiation flux is further influ-
enced by climate feedbacks. For a constant forcing the climate system approaches a new equilibrium.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

If ∆F is constant∆Q will eventually be zero. A more detailed description can be found for example
in Knutti and Hegerl (2008). The concept of climate change and its feedback is illustraded in Figure
1.1.

Changes in temperature will inevitably lead to changes in other climate parameters as well. If the
surface temperature is increased, more water can be evaporated which leads to changes in the hy-
drological cycle. These changes influence the cloud processes which in turn is significant for albedo
changes and precipitation. Hence, an imbalance in the energy balance triggers a chain reaction which
involves every aspect of the climate system. But as the climate system changes, ecosystems are also
exposed to changes. Species can react sensitively to changes in their environment. If the changes
are irreversible some species are forced to migrate to otherregions or they are threatened to become
extinct.

1.2 Why should we care about climate change?

Climate change already has and will further affect many aspects of natural and human life. Increasing
temperatures and changing precipitation patterns lead to severe impacts as for example:

Figure 1.1: The concept of radiative forcing, feedbacks and climate sensitivity. a) A change in a radiatively
active agent causes an instantaneous radiative forcing (RF). b) The standard definition of RF includes the rela-
tively fast stratospheric adjustments, with the troposphere kept fixed. c) Non-radiative effects in the troposphere
(for example of CO2 heating rates on clouds and aerosol semi-direct and indirect effects) occurring on similar
timescales can be considered as fast feedbacks or as a forcing. d-f) During the transient climate change phase
(d), the forcing is balanced by ocean heat uptake and increased long-wave radiation emitted from a warmer
surface, with feedbacks determining the temperature response until equilibrium is reached with a constant forc-
ing (e,f). The equilibrium depends on whether additional slow feedbacks (for example ice sheets or vegetation)
with their own intrinsic timescale are kept fixed (e) or are allowed to change (f). Modified from Knutti and
Hegerl (2008).
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• Melting of sea ice (Boé et al., 2009c)

• Sea level rise (Cazenave and Llovel, 2010)

• Decrease of fresh water availability (Heathwaite, 2010)

• Loss of biodiversity (Omann et al., 2009, John et al., 2009)

• Reduction in agricultural crop yields (Ainsworth and McGrath, 2010)

• Extreme climate conditions (Fischer et al., 2007)

• Ocean acidification (Byrne et al., 2010).

These examples represent only an illustrative subset of some of the most dangerous changes caused by
increased anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations. Through couplings of the various elements
of the Earth climate system changes in one compartment lead to changes in another which can then
have a feedback on the first again, and of course this may lead to changes in a third. An illustration of
these complex mechanisms is shown in Figure 1.2.

Due to the complex interactions, climate change influences anumber of processes which are important
for the economic sector. Reductions in agricultural crop yield is already mentioned above. But also

Figure 1.2: Interactions between the different compartments of the Earth climate system. From IPCC (2007).



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

economical sectors which deal with climate risks and climate hazards will be affected through an
increase in climate extremes which cause large costs. The overall loss of monetary value caused
by climate change is estimated by Stern (2007). Because the consequences of climate change reach
different economical sectors and the daily life of people itis indispensable to determine projections
of the expected changes in climate as accurate as possible. On the basis of these results policy makers
can arrange the best opportunities for adaptation and mitigation.

Climate change projections are obtained by running numerical climate models. The required com-
plexity of the global climate models (GCM) makes it expensive to run the GCMs. Therefore, only
about twenty structurally different GCMs exist worldwide.

1.3 Atmosphere Ocean General Circulation Models and their uncer-
tainties

A climate model is built on fundamental equations (e.g. equations of motion, conservation of energy,
mass and angular momentum) which are discretized on a grid. These equations are solved numerically
on a large computer. Although the first climate models were relatively simple it was the first time that
basic climate processes could be simulated. Before that, all knowledge about climate was based on
theory and observations only. The development of GCMs has taken large steps forward over the past
decades. For the First Assessment Report (FAR) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) a swamp ocean was introduced to represent the interactions between ocean and atmosphere.
From the Second Assessment Report (SAR) onwards in the context of IPCC Atmosphere Ocean Gen-
eral Circulation Models (AOGCM) were used to simulate future changes as illustrated in Figure 1.3.
More physical processes and modules were added to the AOGCMsfrom one generation to the next
generation of models (Fig. 1.3) in order to draw the modelingworld closer to the real world. As the
complexity of the models increased, the resolution of models increased as well, as shown in Figure
1.4.

Today AOGCMs simulate future climate projections on regional to continental scales, timescales
of a few decades to centuries and for a number of different variables. They feature the required
complexity and resolution to include the relevant dynamicsof the large scale atmospheric and oceanic
circulation. However, small scale processes can still not be resolved on the model grid and have to be
parameterized. These parameterizations plus other structural differences such as the choice of grid or
numerical methods between the different AGOCMs lead to a disagreement in the model projections.

The structural uncertainty however is not the only source ofuncertainty in model projections. A
large uncertainty stems from the future development of policy and economy. But the projections are
simulated for a certain scenario and therefore this uncertainty is often avoided in climate models.
Initial conditions are not important on longer time scales,therefore they do not contribute to the
model disagreement. It is the parametric and the structuraluncertainties which are responsible for
the large spread in the forecasted climatic changes. Figure1.5 shows the combination of the different
uncertainties plus the total uncertainty and how they evolve with an increasing lead time.
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Figure 1.3: Increasing complexity of the climate models used in the Mid-1970s, Mid-1980s, in the First As-
sessment Report (FAR), in the Second Assessment Report (SAR), in the Third Assessment Report (TAR) and the
Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). From IPCC (2007).

With the aid of perturbed physics ensemble using single parameter perturbations the parametric un-
certainty has been studied with one base model (Murphy et al., 2004, Harris et al., 2006, Collins et al.,
2006). On the basis of the Hadley Center model HadSM3 thousands of model versions were com-
puted using multiple parameter perturbations (Piani et al., 2005, Stainforth et al., 2005, Knutti et al.,
2006). But since these model versions are based on one singlemodel the structural uncertainty is not
represented in these studies. The different AOGCMs existing worldwide are relatively independently
developed by the different institutions. Therefore, the structural uncertainty is partially sampled by
the World Climate Research Programm’s (WCRP’s) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase
3 (CMIP3) multi-model dataset (Meehl et al., 2007a). This dataset includes about twenty AOGCMs
simulating the climate from about 1850 to the present and fordifferent emission scenarios (SRES) to
at least the year 2100 (Meehl et al., 2005).
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Figure 1.4: Increasing resolution of the climate models used in the First Assessment Report (FAR), in the
Second Assessment Report (SAR), in the Third Assessment Report (TAR) and the Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4). From IPCC (2007).
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Figure 1.5: The relative importance of each source of uncertainty in decadal mean surface air temperature
predictions is shown by the fractional uncertainty (the 90%confidence level divided by the mean prediction),
for the global mean, relative to the warming since the year 2000 (i.e., a lead of zero years). The dashed lines
indicate reductions in internal variability, and hence total uncertainty, that may be possible through proper
initialization of the predictions through assimilation ofocean observations (Smith et al., 2007). Modified from
Hawkins and Sutton (2009)

.

The existence of multiple climate models leads to disagreements in the global and regional climate
change projections. One might ask the question why more thanone climate model is needed. Instead
of having a few models the existence of one good model would beenough. Why is the climate
modeling community happy with having a number of models and going through the trouble to evaluate
them? Because there is no unique model that fits best with observations, and there is no consensus on
the metric to determine what ’best’ means. Furthermore, if only one climate model existed it would be
impossible to estimate the skill of the model. A good representation of the past does not necessarily
imply that the future will also be accurately simulated. Theinformation about the uncertainty of
the future projections would be lost and the projection would be overconfident. Having an ensemble
of climate models offers the possibility to generate probabilistic forecasts. This has been done by
Räisänen and Palmer (2001) by giving the same weight to each model. However, it is questionable
whether giving the same weight to each of the models is the best approach for generating multi-model
mean results. Some of the models do not meet basic performance criteria for certain variables. Down-
weighting or even excluding these models from analysis may improve the overall results. Similar
ideas have been applied before (Giorgi and Mearns, 2003). Averaging all models with the same
weight would only lead to a more accurate results if the models were randomly distributed around the
true climate and independent of each other. But as Knutti et al. (2010) show the bias remaining after
averaging 22 models is considerably larger than if the models were independent and hence the errors
among the models are correlated.
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Eliminating models from the analysis raises the question ofa standard metric to evaluate model results.
Often the skill of a model is determined by comparing the 20thcentury simulation with observational
datasets and those models being closest to the observationsachieve the best rating (Gleckler et al.,
2008, Räisänen, 2007, Reichler and Kim, 2008). Although the models are getting better at reproducing
the 20th century the spread in future projections is not decreasing significantly (Knutti et al., 2008) as
depicted in Figure 1.6. As shown in Figure 1.3 climate modelsare getting more complex and they are
better at reproducing the past compared to earlier analysis. However, it is still not clear how much of
the convergence between models and observations is due to the increased complexity or due to model
calibration. Datasets used for model evaluation are often the same as used for model development.
Since climate models are producing projections on a long time scale, datasets to verify the projections
do not yet exist.

As there are still numerous processes within the climate system and model behavior which are not
well understood, not all uncertainties can be eliminated. But as for now we can only make best use
of the data available today. The goal of many studies in this field is therefore to find ways to reduce
the uncertainties in the existing climate simulation data.The ’physical approach’ is one possibility
to constrain climate models by detecting physical processes that can be observed today and show a
strong relation to a changing future quantity. This method is explained in greater detail in Section
1.4.1. Another possibility to constrain climate model projections is by introducing complex methods
such as neural networks (Knutti et al., 2003), Bayesian statistics (Tebaldi and Sanso, 2009, Tebaldi
et al., 2004) or other statistical methods based on machine learning. A novel approach using machine
learning is presented in Section 1.4.2.

Figure 1.6: (a) Atmospheric carbon dioxide con-
centration for the SRES scenario B1 (blue), A1B
(green), and A2 (red) derived with the BernCC
model (Joos et al., 2001) for the TAR. (b) Global-
mean surface air temperature anomalies from
the 1980-99 average SRES scenarios (B1), A1B
(green), A2 (red), and for the historic twentieth-
century simulation (black). Lines denote the en-
semble mean and shaded bands denote one stan-
dard deviation of the multi-model response. En-
semble members were averaged first for each
model, such that each model is given equal weight,
although note that no all simulations are avail-
able for all models. The observed temperature for
the twentieth century is given in orange for com-
parison (Jones and Moberg, 2003). Modified from
Knutti et al. (2008).
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1.4 Reducing uncertainties in regional climate change projections

Producing accurate global climate projections itself is not a trivial task, as discussed above, and gen-
erating credible regional climate change projections is even more challenging (Hawkins and Sutton,
2009). To take appropriate adaption and mitigation measures accurate forecasts for individual regions
are useful. Different regions will experience different changes in their climate. Some will suffer more
from changes in the mean state, some more from interannual variability and some more from climate
extremes. In some cases entire climate regimes may even disappear while new ones will form at other
places (Williams et al., 2007). This thesis aims to introduce two examples showing how uncertainties
of the climate mean state can be reduced in large-scale regional climate change projections. In the
following two sections the underlying ideas of the methods developed are introduced.

1.4.1 Physical processes

On the basis of the publications by Hall and Qu (2006) and Knutti et al. (2006) an approach was
developed to constrain AOGCM projections (see Chapter 2). The idea presented in Hall and Qu
(2006) is that physical processes exist which are tightly correlated with global warming. In their
study they show that a correlation ofr2 = 0.92 exists between the model simulated feedback strength
in the seasonal cycle (which can be observed) and the climatewarming as depicted in Figure 1.7. The
model simulations of the feedback strength in the seasonal cycle can be improved using observations
and as a result the spread of the feedback strength in climatechange is reduced.

Thereafter two other studies based on the same idea demonstrated the robustness of this idea. Boé
et al. (2009c) is a beautiful example how credible information can be extracted of an ensemble of
’wrong’ models. Again by the use of observations and statistics Boé et al. (2009c) determine the time
when the Arctic will be ice free in September, ending up with amuch less uncertain estimate than by
only averaging the spread of all models. Another study by thesame authors explains that models with
deeper baseline polar mixed layers are associated with larger deep ocean warming and smaller global
surface warming (Boé et al., 2009b). The observational constraint suggests that many models may
underestimate future surface warming in the Arctic(Boé etal., 2009b).

In Chapter 2 a similar approach is presented. The simulated northward ocean heat transport plays an
important role in the sea ice extent and sea ice thickness simulated by the climate models. Models
transporting more thermal energy to the Arctic produce lesssea ice. Whether the ocean is covered
by sea ice or not has a strong influence on the albedo feedback and ocean heat uptake. The models
featuring a stronger northward ocean heat transport simulate a greater future warming, in the Arctic
as well as globally.

1.4.2 Statistical Methods

Predefined regions as shown in Figure 1.8 are often used to aggregate model output over space. These
regions, also called the ’IPCC regions’ or ’Giorgi regions’, were originally defined by Giorgi and
Francisco (2000) and are rectangular. The Giorgi regions were used as basis for probabilistic studies
(Giorgi and Mearns, 2002, Tebaldi et al., 2004, 2005, Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007) and in IPCC reports
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Figure 1.7: Scatterplot of simulated springtime∆αs/∆Ts values in climate change (ordinate) vs. simulated
springtime∆αs/∆Ts values in the seasonal cycle (abscissa). The numbers of the 17 AOGCMs are used as
plotting symbols. Seasonal cycle∆αs/∆Ts values, based on 20th century climatological means, are calculated
by dividing the difference between April and Mayαs as averaged over NH continents poleward of30 ◦N by
the difference between April and MayTs averaged over the same area. Values of∆αs were weighted by April
incoming insolation prior to averaging. A least-squares fitregression line for the simulations is also shown.
The two∆αs/∆Ts parameters are highly correlated (r2 = 0.92). The observed springtime∆αs/∆Ts value
based on ISCCP and the ERA40 reanalysis is plotted as a dashedvertical line. The grey bar gives an estimate
of statistical error, calculated according to a standard formula for error in the estimate of the mean of a time
series (in this case the observed time series of∆αs/∆Ts) given the time series length and variance. If this
statistical error only is taken into account, the probability the actual observed value lies outside the grey bar is
5%. Modified from Hall and Qu (2006).

(Giorgi et al., 2001, Christensen et al., 2007). The use of these regions has been questioned before
because the regions are not only based on physical criteria but also on political issues.

Cluster analysis is a statistical method based on machine learning with the goal to partition groups of
data in such way that two data points belonging to the same group (cluster) tend to be more similar
than two data points belonging to two different groups. Making use of this technique the goal of
Chapter 3 is to define climatological regions which are basedon similar current mean state and similar
changes in the future. The number of regions is determined insuch a way that the overall uncertainty,
stemming from the local climate pattern and model uncertainty, is minimized.

Various cluster analysis algorithms exist, each having advantages and disadvantages. The algorithm
chosen for this study is the k-means algorithm (Jain et al., 1999). For a given set of datapoints
(x1, x2, ..., xn) the firstk centroids of thek clusters are chosen randomly. In an iterative process
k-means minimizes the within-cluster sum of squares between datapoints and centroids:
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Figure 1.8: The Giorgi regions, also termed the ’IPCC regions’ introduced by Giorgi and Francisco (2000).

J =

k
∑

j=1

n
∑

i=1

‖ xi
j − cj ‖

2
, (1.2)

wherek is the number of clusters,n the number of datapoints andcj the centroid of clusterj. In the
assignment step of the iterative procedure each datapoint is assigned to the cluster with the closest
centroids:

Si
t = {xi :‖ xi − cj

t ‖ ≤ ‖ xi − cj∗
t ‖ for all j∗ = 1, ..., k}, (1.3)

where t denotes the iterative step. In the update step simply the centroids of the newly assigned
clusters are determined by taking the mean of the datapointsin one cluster:

cj
t+1 =

1

| Sj
t |

∑

xi∈Sj
t

xi. (1.4)

Once the assignments do not change any more the algorithm hasconverged.

The k-means algorithm is one of simplest unsupervised learning algorithms and has the advantage
of being inexpensive and fast but with the disadvantage of being heuristic and therefore it does not
necessarily converge to the global optimum. More details are discussed in Chapter 3.

1.5 Understanding why and where climate change is detected first

Reducing uncertainties in climate projections is only the first step to compute accurate climate change
information. In a next step the informations needs to be aggregated meaningfully and appropriate
quantities need to be chosen in order to be able to illustratewhere the regions are where climate
change can be detected best. There are very few studies whichshow where climate change is most
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prominent. Giorgi (2006) define climate change hot-spots based on a regional climate change index
which is based on regional mean precipitation change, mean surface air temperature change, and
change in precipitation and temperature interannual variability. Altough he states that impacts are not
taken into account, the use of the term climate change hot-spots can be misleading in this case because
it implies that the impacts are most negative in these areas.The probability that it actually is the case
is very high. However many uncertainties exist and it is the impact community’s responsibility to
give information on where and why climate change causes severe damage. Ecosystems can react
differently to changes in temperature, precipitation, thediurnal cycle, changes in variability or mean
state. Every species has its own preferences which makes it difficult to aggregate results worldwide.
If regions are defined that are climate change hot-spots, impacts, vulnerability and adaptive capacity
should also be taken into account.

Another example of a climate change index is presented by Baettig et al. (2007). They clearly state
that the impacts are not included. The climate change index is built of extreme values. In both studies
by Baettig et al. (2007) and Giorgi (2006) for a climate change index the uncertainties introduced by
the climate models is not taken into account. It could be misleading to define a region as a climate
hot-spot without considering the robustness of the resultsin this region.

The aim of Chapter 4 is to develop an understanding of the climate characteristics in terms of decadal
variability, current signal, signal to noise ratio and model robustness of the land parts on Earth. The
question how much global warming is needed before a signal ofchange can locally be detected is
addressed. As the signal to noise ratio for temperature is largest in the Tropics the models included
in this study were first tested in their ability to simulate tropical variability. Two statistical tests were
applied as described below.

1. Significance test described by Santer et al. (2008)
The test addresses the question whether the models can simulate the observed variability in the
Tropics. The test statisticd is defined as follows:

d = (bm − bo)/
√

s{bm}2 − s{bo}2, (1.5)

wherebm is the trend of the model,bo the trend of the observations.
s{bm}2 ands{bo}

2 are the standard errors ofbm respectivelybo. The standard errors are mea-
sures of inherent statistical uncertainty in fitting a trendto noisy data, which is in this case the
variability. For model datas{bm} is given by:

s{bm} = [s2
e/

nt
∑

t=1

(t − t)2]
1

2 , (1.6)

wheret is the time index,t is the average time index,nt the number of time steps ands2
e is the

variance of the regression residuals defined as:

s2
e =

1

nt − 2

nt
∑

t=1

e(t)2, (1.7)
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wheree(t)2 are the regression residuals. The regression residuals is an atmospheric temperature
series,e(t)2 is not independent and has a lag-1 temporal autocorrelation. Therefore, the sample
size is given by:

ne = nt
1 − r1

1 + r1
, (1.8)

wherer1 is the lag-1 temporal autocorrelation coefficient.

Note thats{bo} is calculated similarly, but using observationsal data instead of model data.

2. F-test
The F-test tests whether the variances of two time series belong to the same distribution or not.
The null hypothesis is as follows:

H0 : varm = varo, (1.9)

wherevarm is the variance of the model andvaro is the variance of the observations. The
alternative hypothesis is:

HA : varm 6= varo. (1.10)

The test statistics is given by:

F =
varm

varo
. (1.11)

It is plausible to assume that in regions with a high signal tonoise ratio the signal of change emerges
earlier out of the noise than in regions with a low signal to noise ratio. To estimate the time period
when the signal emerges out of the noise a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied on two different
data samples from different time periods. This is a nonparametric test which determines whether the
samples are drawn from the same distribution. Hence, the null hypothesis is:

H0 : Ftb(x) = Ftn(x), (1.12)

whereFtb(x) is the is the sample distribution of the baseline time periodandFtn(x) is the distribution
of a time period n-years later than the baseline. The alternative hypothesis is consequently:

HA : Ftb(x) 6= Ftn(x). (1.13)

WhenFtb(x) 6= Ftn(x) the climate of the time periodtn has changed such that the distribution of the
climate data is not the same. For more details see Chapter 4.

1.6 Detectability of precipitation change

The same analysis as presented in Chapter 4 for temperature can be done for precipitation. However,
in case of precipitation on a small scale only a few regions show a clear signal emerging of the noise
before 2100. Especially drying is difficult to detect. In already dry areas detection of a drying trend
is very problematic due to the very high local variability inthese areas. More details are shown in
Chapter 5.
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1.7 The ignorance of the climate system in regard to adaptivecapacity

Some parts of the world warm more than others. Landmasses have warmed more than the oceans
(Flato and Boer, 2001) due to differences in their physical characteristics. The poles are also warming
stronger in absolute terms, especially in the Northern hemisphere (Flato and Boer, 2001). However,
as is shown in Chapter 4 when working with the signal to noise ratio which is mainly used in detection
studies, the signal of climate change is strongest and first visible in the Tropics, at least for tempera-
ture. In case of precipitation the results are rather patchy. Figure 1.9 illustrates that based on modeling
studies Africa and southern Asia show the most prominent temperature signal.

Some of the poorest countries are located in these areas. This raises the question of the vulnerability
of the affected regions and whether they have the capacity toadapt to the changes due to a different
climate. Based on Figure 1.9 and the results presented in Chapter 4 and 5 a climate change index
is built which incorporates information about climate change, vulnerability and adaptive capacity. In
Chapter 6 the results of this climate change index are presented.

1.8 Aims and outline

The previous sections have shown that uncertainties in climate change projections still exist. This
thesis explains some possible approaches for a reduction ofuncertainties in regional climate change
projections. Policy makers and end users ask for accurate climate change projections on a regional
scale. The awareness of climate change has risen in the public and the desire for answers and strategies
to avoid and/or adapt to coming changes is growing.

It is the main objective of this thesis to present more insights to the following themes:

• Reducing uncertainty in areas showing a large model spread:Certain physical processes
strongly influence today’s climate but also the future warming. These physical processes need
to be determined and used in order to constrain AOGCMs. The representation of these processes
in the models depend on model resolution and the implementedparameterizations. By pointing
out deficiencies in the representations of the physical process, model results can be improved.

• Evaluate the AGOCMs on their ability to simulate key processes: Models which do not
meet basic performance criteria may be excluded from the multi model ensemble. By doing so
the model spread can be reduced significantly.

• Reducing the uncertainty in aggregated climate change projections by choosing the opti-
mal size of each region:By varying the size of the regions the uncertainty of the projections
due to model deficiencies and the local climate pattern can bereduced. Therefore, each climate
parameter is analyzed individually.

• Aggregating climate change results in meaningful climaticregions: In order to aggregate
the vast amount of model data into climate change results useable for end users a regional
classification is needed. The regions should represent today’s climate mean state as well as
similar future changes in the climate parameter of interest.
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of observed continental- and global-scale changes in surface temperature with results
simulated by climate models using natural and anthropogenic forcing. Decadal averages of observations are
shown for the period 1906 to 2005 (black line) plotted against the center of the decade and relative to the
corresponding average for 1901-1950. Blue shaded bands show the 5-95% range for 19 simulations from five
climate models using only the natural forcings due to solar activity and volcanoes. Red shaded bands show the
5-95% range for 58 simulations from 14 climate models using both natural and anthropogenic forcings. From
IPCC (2007).

• How much global warming is locally needed to detect a significant change in temperature?
Based on the modelled signal to noise ratio I try to determinehow much global warming is
needed for a local significant change in temperature in summer season.

• Detection of precipitation change: When will changes in precipitation be detectable on a
small scale?

• Social aspects of climate change:The questions whether some countries are in a difficult
position with regard to climate change is addressed based ona climate change index.

When trying to answer all the above mentioned themes, particular emphasis is set on the goal to
reduce uncertainty and produce results which are based on model data that is as robust as possible.
This means that in some cases specific models were excluded from the analysis due to inabilities to
represent climate characteristics which are important forthe specific analysis. Consensus on metrics
to weight models are not available which is reflected by the current IPCC Report where each model
is given an equal weight. However, it is questionable wetherall models should be included in studies
even though some models do not meet the required quality (Knutti, 2010). In this doctoral thesis three
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studies are presented where climate models are excluded in order to improve the results.
The overall aim of this thesis is to explore alternative wayson how to evaluate models, possibilities
to reduce model uncertainties and to introduce methods which provide robust information on model
performance. In order to improve model results informationis aggregated and in some cases only a
subset of models are used.

The thesis is structured in seven chapters. Three of these chapters are already published or are prepared
for publication and are therefore presented as self-contained scientific publications. The detailed
outline is as follows:

• Chapter 2: Ocean heat transport as a cause for model uncertainty in projected Arctic warming
(Mahlstein and Knutti 2010)

• Chapter 3: Regional climate change patterns identified by cluster analysis (Mahlstein and
Knutti 2009)

• Chapter 4: Substantial local warming unavoidable in low latitude countries (Mahlstein et al.
2010)

• Chapter 5: Small scale detectability of precipitation changes

• Chapter 6: The unfavorable situation of developing countries in climate change

• Chapter 7: Conclusion and outlook
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Abstract

The Arctic climate is governed by complex interactions and feedback mechanisms between the at-
mosphere, the ocean and solar radiation. One of its characteristic features, the Arctic sea ice, is very
vulnerable to anthropogenically caused warming. Production and melting of sea ice is influenced by
several physical processes. In this study we show that the northward ocean heat transport is an im-
portant factor in the simulation of the sea ice extent in the current general circulation models. Those
models which transport more energy to the Arctic show a stronger future warming, in the Arctic as
well as globally. Larger heat transport to the Arctic, in particular in the Barents Sea, reduces the sea
ice cover in this area. More radiation is then absorbed during summer months and is radiated back
to the atmosphere in winter months. This process leads to an increase in the surface temperature and
therefore to a stronger polar amplification. The models which show a larger global warming agree
better with the observed sea ice extent in the Arctic. In general, these models also have a higher
spatial resolution.

These results suggest that higher resolution and greater complexity are beneficial in simulating the
processes relevant in the Arctic, and that future warming inthe high northern latitudes is likely to be
near the upper range of model projections, consistant with recent evidence that many climate models
underestimate Arctic sea ice decline.
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2.1 Introduction

Anthropogenic greenhouse gases lead to a global warming of the climate system. The warming how-
ever is asymmetric, the high northern latitudes and landmasses show greater warming than the South-
ern Hemisphere and the oceans due to ocean heat uptake (e.g. Flato and Boer 2001). It is the Arctic
where the greatest warming is expected by the end of this century (e.g. Holland and Bitz 2003).
Due to differences in parameterizations and structural differences of the Atmosphere Ocean Global
Circulation Models (AOGCM), projections of future warmingshow large uncertainties.

The Arctic region is characterized by a very large variability and complex physical processes which
govern its climate. Climate change caused by anthropogenicgreenhouse gases impacts this region
severely by changes in sea ice cover which have strong implications for the energy budget. Addi-
tionally, positive feedback mechanisms are key factors driving the Arctic warming (e.g. Manabe and
Stouffer 1980). Numerous physical processes account for the strength of the ice albedo feedback
which is mainly responsible for the polar amplification (Deser et al., 2010). Polar warming is also
strongly related to global warming as depicted in Figure 2.1with a correlation of0.87, i.e. a higher
global temperature increase implies a higher warming in theArctic. Understanding the complex Arc-
tic climate system with all its feedbacks is therefore indispensable in order to reduce some of the
uncertainties in global climate change projections. This process is hampered by the fact that obser-
vations in the Arctic are sparse and thus large uncertainties exist in observational datasets. Hence,
temperature projections in the Arctic comprise a larger spread (2.5 − 7.5K, for scenario A1B, 2070-
2099 relative to 1970-1999) of the AOGCM’s than the global mean projections (1.8 − 4K), at least in
absolute terms.

Figure 2.1: Correlation (R=0.87) across the CMIP3 models between the Arctic warming and the global warm-
ing (2070-2099 relative to 1970-1999). Numbers correspondto the models introduced in Table 2.1. Red and
blue labels mark the models that belong to the warm and cold composite, respectively, that is used in subsequent
figures.
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As mentioned above, various physical processes influence future temperature projections but they are
also important in simulating current climate and variability. Yet it has proven difficult to find metrics
based on present day mean climatology that strongly relate to future projections (Murphy et al., 2004,
Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007, Knutti et al., 2010, Knutti, 2010), and the community has struggled in many
cases to define relevant metrics that would separate ’good’ from ’bad’ models, although there are
some exceptions (Walsh et al., 2008, Wang and Overland, 2009, Zhang, 2010). Knutti et al. (2006)
find a relation between the seasonal cycle in regional temperature and climate sensitivity. Hall (2004)
show that the strength of the snow albedo feedback in spring is coupled to the strength of future tem-
perature increase in each model. Physical processes such asthe longwave feedback parameter of the
models (Boé et al., 2009a) and the deep ocean heat uptake (Boé et al., 2009b) partly explain the large
spread of future model projections in temperature. Simulating such processes properly and improving
agreement with observations may be one possibility to reduce uncertainty in future projections. In
this study we show that the main differences in the pattern ofsurface temperature in the Arctic are
localized over the Barents Sea. This is a region where surface temperature depends on ocean currents,
namely the North Atlantic Drift Stream bringing warm surface water to high latitudes. The strength
of the northward ocean heat transport on the other hand impacts the sea ice cover in this region. Sea
ice is a key player causing a large albedo feedback and together with the sea ice thickness feedback
leads to a large Arctic warming. We show that process based model evaluation can provide interesting
insight into climate feedbacks and at the same time help to reduce model uncertainties.

2.2 Data and Method

For the evaluation of the models different observational datasets are used. The bias of the surface
temperature (TAS) is compared to the ERA40 dataset (Uppala et al., 2005). Though the newer product
ERA-interim exists it is not used for the bias analysis because the dataset does not start before 1989
and therefore the time series is too short for a climatological analysis. Station data is very sparse in
the Arctic and therefore ERA40 is considered to be the most reliable to calculate the bias (Bromwich
et al., 2007). The investigated time period for TAS starts 1970 and ends with the year 1999. For
sea ice the Met Office Hadley Center’s sea ice and sea surface temperature (SST) data set (HadISST)
(Rayner et al., 2003) is used for comparison with model data.In this study only the time period from
1980 to 2008 is considered.

The model data set consists of up to 23 of the global coupled atmosphere ocean general circulation
models (AOGCMs) used for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assess-
ment Report (AR4) (IPCC, 2007) which are available from the World Climate Research Programme
(WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) (Meehl et al., 2007a). More in-
formation about the participating models is available on the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis
and Intercomparison (PCMDI) website:http : //www − pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about ipcc.php. All
models providing the relevant data are included in the analysis except for the FGOALS-g1.0 model.
This model shows sea ice extent much larger than observed (Arzel et al., 2006). Since this study is
focusing on the Arctic region this model is excluded. The models used in this study are listed in Table
2.1. For all models and all variables one ensemble member (run1) of the A1B scenario is used for the
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analysis. Not all modeling groups provide the ocean heat transport in the data archive. Therefore, for
seven models the ocean heat transport is approximated by an energy balance as in Figure 8.6 of the
IPCC (2007).

All model data is regridded to a common T42 grid using a bilinear interpolation to be able to compare
model results. Only for the northward ocean heat transport the data is used on the original grid to
minimize issues with conservation of energy.

The projected warming is the difference between the mean TASof the period 2070 to 2099 and the
period 1970 to 1999. For the evaluation of the models using observations the time period 1970 to 1999
is used. Only for sea ice the time period 1980 to 2008 is used when observations are included because
the observational data is more reliable due to use of satellite techniques after 1980. The Arctic region
in this study is defined as the area north of60◦N. Time averages are for the above mentioned time
periods and spatial averages cover the region60◦N to 90◦N throughout the paper.

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Surface temperature

In order to find a physical explanation for the large spread inglobal and the even larger spread in the
Arctic warming two different composites are built: One consisting of the five models with the largest
warming in the Arctic (marked in red in Fig. 2.1), the other consisting of the five models with the
smallest Arctic warming (marked in blue in Fig. 2.1) excluding model number eight (see Table 2.2
for details of the two groups). This model is excluded of the composite due to its special behavior of
its ocean heat transport and its warming (see Section 32.3.3).

Though selecting the members for the composites has a subjective component, sensitivity tests with
more ’cold’ or ’warm’ models in the respective composites show that the results do not depend on
details of selecting the composites.

For these two composites the mean surface temperature (TAS)over the period 1970-1999 in April
and September in the Arctic is calculated and the bias against the ERA40 observational dataset is
determined for each composite. Figure 2.2 shows that in general, the warm composite reveals too
warm temperatures compared to ERA40, whereas the cold composite has a bias towards too low tem-
peratures, i.e. models with a warm (cold) current state showmore (less) warming. It must be noted
however, that the ERA40 reanalysis shows a cold bias over theArctic ocean (Bromwich et al., 2007).
This implies that the warm composite features a reduced warmbias, on the other hand the bias of
the cold composite may be even larger. The main differences are over the ocean and most apparent
over the Barents Sea as is also stated by Chapman and Walsh (2007). Especially in September the
differences between the two composites are particularly pronounced. The sea ice extent reaches its
minimum at this time of the year and the ocean is capable of absorbing most energy at this time while
energy is radiated back to the atmosphere during winter which enhances the large Arctic warming.
Thus, differences in TAS in this region may strongly affect future warming in the polar region. Rea-
sons for the large bias of both composites may be complex feedback mechanism including sea ice
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Table 2.1: CMIP3 models and data availability.

Number Model Sea ice Ocean heat transport Calculated ocean
heat transport

1 BCCR-BCM2.0 x x
2 CCCma CGCM3.1 x x
3 CCCma CGCM3.1

T63
x x

4 CNRM-CM3 x x
5 CSIRO Mk3.0 x x
6 GFDL CM2.0 x x
7 GFDL CM2.1 x
8 GISS-AOM x x
9 GISS-EH
10 GISS-ER x x
11 INMCM3.0 x x
12 IPSL CM4 x x
13 MIROC3.2(hires) x x
14 MIROC3.2(medres) x x
15 MIUB-ECHO-G x x
16 ECHAM5 x x
17 MRI CGCM2.3.2a x x
18 CCSM3.0 x x
19 PCM1
20 UKMO HadCM3 x x
21 UKMO HadGEM1 x x
22 CSIRO Mk3.5 x x

Table 2.2: CMIP3 models of the two composites in alphabetical order.

Warm models Cold models

MIROC3.2(hires) CCCma CGCM3.1
MIROC3.2(medres) GISS-EH

ECHAM5 GISS-ER
CCSM3.0 CSIRO Mk3.0

UKMO HadGEM1 MRI CGCM2.3.2a
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cover and the associated ice albedo feedback as well as the ocean heat transport. The details of this
assumption will be discussed in the following sections.

2.3.2 Sea ice

Because large parts of the Arctic ocean are covered with ice throughout the whole year or part of it
and because the main differences are found over the ocean themean sea ice concentration is shown
in Figure 2.3 for the same two composites to investigate whether the differences arise from sea ice
cover. The GISS-EH model is missing in the cold composite in case of sea ice because the data is
not available. Note that since the HadISST observational dataset is used, the time period from 1980
to 2008 is examined. Figure 2.3 shows two interesting features. First, the composite using the warm
models simulate the sea ice cover in April and September moreaccurately than the four cold models.
Note that the conclusions are not dependent on the specific month in the year looked at. Second,
the cold composite not surprisingly has a greater sea ice extent than the warm composite. Similar to
Figure 2.2, the main differences between the two compositesare over the Barents Sea. This suggests
that the models simulating a smaller sea ice for today’s climate conditions show a larger decrease of
sea ice and therefore less remains in a future climate. The findings in Boé et al. (2009c) support this
hypothesis. The five coldest models belong to the group of models showing the largest remaining
area of September sea ice at the end of this century (Boé et al., 2009c). On the other hand, three
models of the warm composite belong to the four models with the smallest area of September sea ice
at the end of this century. One model of our warm composite is not used in the study by Boé et al.
(2009c) and one model is in the lower half with less Septembersea ice left of the sample used by Boé
et al. (2009c). A reason for this difference could be that this model has a larger sea ice extent in the
preindustrial conditions.

When correlating the mean temperature bias of September in the Artic region with the mean sea ice
extent in September both for 1980-2008 it becomes evident that models with a larger bias towards
warm temperature have smaller sea ice extent and vice versa with a correlation of−0.84 as shown in
Figure 2.4. The reason why the models in the warm composite feature a relatively large warm bias
but still simulate the sea ice extent very accurate may be dueto the cold bias in the ERA40 product
over the Arctic ocean.

The sea ice thickness in April and September clearly shows that the cold composite has thicker sea ice
than the warm composite as depicted in Figure 2.5. The warm composite probably captures the sea
ice thickness more realistically than the cold composite (personal communication M. Holland). Inter-
estingly, according to the study by Holland et al. (2010) thelargest scatter of sea ice thickness across
the CMIP3 models is found in the Barents Sea. The ice thickness is an important factor for the melt
in spring and summer since thinner ice is more vulnerable to melting during warm periods (Holland
and Bitz, 2003). Generally speaking, both characteristicsof Arctic sea ice, extent and thickness, are
important for the processes governing the Arctic warming. In spring and summer the ice cover de-
creases due to the sea ice albedo feedback and the ocean absorbs shortwave radiation which is stored
as thermal energy. In fall and winter on the other hand, thinning and decreasing sea ice reduces the
isolation of the ocean. Therefore, more energy is transferred from the ocean to the atmosphere and
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Figure 2.2: Bias [K] of the surface temperature (1970-1999) for the warmcomposite (left) and cold composite
(right). The top panel shows the bias in April and the bottom panel shows the bias in September.

hence leads to an increase in surface temperature (Robock, 1985, Hall, 2004). Holland et al. (2010)
support this thesis by stating that models with thicker sea ice in the annual mean simulate less net
longwave heat loss at the surface during winter months.

2.3.3 The role of the northward ocean heat transport

The ocean is an important factor in the climate system. In theArctic and especially over the Barents
Sea, where the surface temperature is influenced by the NorthAtlantic Drift Stream which brings
warm ocean water to the Arctic region, the northward ocean heat transport influences the Arctic TAS.
Koenigk et al. (2009) state that differences in sea ice concentration strongly affect the ocean heat
release to the atmosphere. Consequently, local and potentially large-scale climate conditions are
influenced by different sea ice conditions in the Barents Sea. Jungclaus et al. (2006) conducted a
modeling study showing that an enhanced northward ocean heat transport can cause a reduction in
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Figure 2.3: SSea ice concentration [%] in April (top) and September (bottom) for 1980-2008, for the warm
composite (left) and the cold composite (right). Only sea ice concentrations larger than 15% are shown. The
red line shows the 15% line of the observations (HadISST). Also for the observations only sea ice concentrations
larger than 15% are used.

sea ice. This relation is observed across the CMIP3 models. The models simulating a stronger mean
northward ocean heat transport, defined as the poleward flux at 60◦N, show a smaller sea ice extent in
September and vise versa, shown in Figure 2.6. The correlation between the two quantities across the
CMIP3 models is−0.72. When only the sea ice extent in the Barents Sea is used the correlation is
−0.76. Since sea ice extent is also correlated with the TAS bias (Fig. 2.4), the ocean heat transport is
also related to the TAS bias. Hence, those models which are already too warm for today’s climate will
probably warm more than average in a future climate. Figure 2.7 shows this dependency by correlating
the future warming of each model with its current northward ocean heat transport. Including all the
models results in a correlation of0.48. But excluding the outlier (model 8, the same model that
was excluded in Fig. 2.1) increases the correlation to0.68. Furthermore, the correlation between
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Figure 2.4: Correlation (R=-0.84) across the CMIP3 models between the mean September surface temperature
bias (using ERA40 as a reference) in the Arctic for 1980-2008and the mean September sea ice extent for the
same time period.

the ocean heat transport of each model with its temperature bias is0.44. And since the TAS bias is
strongly related to the sea ice extent, the northward ocean heat transport influences sea ice extent in
each model. It might be surprising that the northward ocean heat transport is responsible for the large
spread of the models in their future warming projections since the northward ocean heat transport
contributes only a small amount to the total energy budget ofthe Arctic (Serreze et al., 2007). But
it has a strong influence on the sea ice extent by influencing the sea ice cover in the Barents Sea,
where the main differences in sea ice cover are found (Fig. 2.2), which in turn affects the energy
budget at the surface. Our results are supported by Holland and Bitz (2003) who find a significant
correlation between polar amplification and control climate ocean heat transport. The correlation of
the sea ice extent of each model with its northward ocean heattransport in their study is−0.67. It is
likely that increased ocean heat transport results in a thinner sea ice cover (Holland and Bitz, 2003).
The correlation between the northward ocean heat transportand the sea ice thickness in the Barents
sea in this study is−0.61. By influencing the sea ice extent and thickness, the northward ocean heat
transport has a crucial influence on how much energy can be absorbed and stored in the ocean, and
more importantly how much of this energy is radiated back during winter. Boé et al. (2009a) find
the capacity of the models to emit the stored energy in the oceans as one of the main reasons for the
intermodel spread in the projections.

Meehl et al. (2000) compare two coupled climate models with different future warming and concen-
trate on regional processes, one of them being the sea ice mechanism. They state that ocean dynamics
and heat transport significantly contribute to the model’s response to sea ice developments. Addi-
tionally, they studied the changes in the ocean heat transport in a future climate and conclude that
the changes in the ocean heat transport more than offset the influence on the decrease of sea ice area
caused by changes in absorbed solar energy. Hence, a stronger ocean heat transport leads to a greater
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Figure 2.5: Sea ice thickness [m] in April (top) and September (bottom) for 1980-2008, for the warm composite
(left) and for the cold composite (right). Note that also thesea ice with a concentration smaller than 15% is
shown here.

decrease in sea ice and therefore to a greater warming than changes in the solar radiation budget.
According to Meehl et al. (2000) changes in clouds characteristics are probably not the main reason
for the large spread of the models in case of Arctic warming.

Comparing the amount of heat transported by the ocean in the models and the estimates by Trenberth
and Caron (2001) (Fig. 2.7) reveal that all but one model overestimate the northward ocean heat
transport. The same findings are reported in Figure 8.6 of theIPCC (2007) which shows the annual
mean and zonally averaged ocean heat transport. However, observations of this parameter are difficult
to obtain and large uncertainties exist. Bacon (1997) estimates the Atlantic ocean heat transport to
be 0.35 PW (compare Fig. 2.7), much larger than that by Trenberth andCaron (2001) which is an
estimate of the global transport. It must be noted though that almost all of the northward ocean heat at
60◦N is transported to the pole by the Atlantic. Ganachaud and Wunsch (2000) estimate the transport
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Figure 2.6: Correlation (R=-0.72) across the CMIP3 models between the northward ocean heat transport and
the sea ice extent averaged over the period 1970-1999.

Figure 2.7: Correlation (R=0.68 excluding model 8) across the CMIP3 models between future Arctic warming
and the mean northward ocean heat transport (1970-1999). The dashed line is an estimate of the observed
northward ocean heat transport by Trenberth and Caron (2001) and the dotted line is an estimate of Bacon
(1997) at60◦N. The best fit excludes model 8.
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across50◦N to be0.6 PW. Note that the decrease of the transport between60◦N and50◦N is only
around a tenth of a PW (Trenberth and Caron, 2001). Monitoring ocean heat transport remains a
challenging task, but more accurate estimates might help toconstrain the AOGCMs in the future.

2.4 Conclusions

The large Arctic warming due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases and positive feedback mechanisms
which cause a decrease in sea ice have been discussed before (Serreze and Francis, 2006, Winton,
2006, Wang and Overland, 2009, Holland et al., 2006, Stroeveet al., 2007, Zhang and Walsh, 2006)
but the key factors for the spread of the CMIP3 model’s futureprojectons, especially of sea ice and
temperature, are still only partly known. In this study we show that large differences between the
models in their simulated spatial patterns of current temperature (TAS) exist. Building two compos-
ites with the five models showing the highest and with the five models showing the lowest future
temperature rise in the Arctic reveals new insights into model processes. Compared to observations
the main differences can geographically be localized over the Barents Sea. This region, being influ-
enced by ocean currents and their associated northward heattransport, shows the largest differences
in sea ice cover as well as for TAS. The area covered by sea ice however is a major driver of the
feedback mechanism in the Arctic. Furthermore, it has previously been shown that the capability of
the models to radiate energy back from the oceans to the atmosphere contributes largely to the model
spread of their future projections (Boé et al., 2009a). If the ocean is less covered with sea ice it can
absorb more solar radiation and energy is radiated back moreeffectively since the sea ice has the
function of an insulator. Thus, the ocean heat transport plays a key role in the Arctic climate system
even if its energy flux to the Arctic is relatively small. The significant role this physical process plays
in the whole climate system suggests that improving the simulation of ocean heat transport across the
CMIP3 models would lead to more accurate future projectionsand smaller uncertainties across mod-
els. Although interannual variability of sea ice volume in the Barents Sea depends on local winds, the
oceanic heat transport is important on longer time scales (Koenigk et al., 2009).

Improving model simulations of ocean heat transport implies studying the North Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (MOC) which affects sea ice in the Barents Sea through enhanced ocean heat
transport in time periods with above normal MOC (Jungclaus et al., 2006). Sea ice extent and tem-
peratures in the Barents Sea are also related to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) since positive
NAO-phases cause enhanced atmospheric and oceanic heat transport. As the ocean heat transport is a
result of many complex physical processes and given that measuring ocean heat transport is difficult,
expensive and requires long term monitoring to reduce the effect of decadal variability in the ocean, it
may be very challenging to improve its simulation in a climate model due to several limitations such
as model resolution, process understanding and data limitations.

Model evaluation is not a trivial task and different approaches exist. Gleckler et al. (2008) and Reichler
and Kim (2008) define an overall metric of skill by evaluatinga number of variables globally. However
a ranking based only upon a single overall metric including many different variables may not be
useful, as a single best model for all climate variables and regions is unlikely to exist. It is also
unclear how rankings based on the present day mean climate relate to future projections (Knutti et al.,
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2010, Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007). This is reflected in the current IPCC Report where all models are
given equal weight and no performance metric is applied. However, a model ranking can be useful
in case of an evaluation based on specific physical processesif they are shown to be relevant for
a specific prediction. Some models do not meet basic performance criteria for a specific physical
process (Eyring et al., 2007, van Oldenborgh et al., 2005) and therefore it is reasonable to exclude
these models from the analysis (Knutti, 2010). In this studya successful approach of model evaluation
is presented based on a few key processes that can be demonstrated to control the climate of a region.

In summary we show that the northward ocean heat transport contributes largely to the uncertainty in
future Arctic climate projections based on correlations across the CMIP3 models. There is always a
possibility that correlations occur by chance, or that theyreflect that all models make similar simple
assumptions. But we have demonstrated that the correlations across multiple variables provide a
consistent picture and can be understood in terms of physical processes. Furthermore, the climate of
the Arctic is determined by multiple components and processes that are represented quite differently
in the various models. We are therefore confident that the correlations are indicating real differences
in the physics of the models.

Comparing the CMIP3 Arctic temperature simulations with observations suggests that the expected
Arctic warming is rather at the upper end of the simulated range because mean simulated tempera-
tures of 1981-2000 are generally 1-2K too low compared to corresponding observations (Chapman
and Walsh, 2007). The Barents Sea is an exception with a cold bias of 6-8K (Chapman and Walsh,
2007). Increasing model resolution on average indeed leadsto more accurate results in case of Arctic
climate simulations. The median of the cold composite of theamount of grid cells covering the area
60◦N- 90◦N is 768 compared to4608 of the warm composite. We showed that the warm composite
models simulate the current Arctic climate more accuratelythan the cold composite. Note that the
resolution of a model may only be part of the story, as resolution is often also correlated with the
overall complexity of a model. The number of people working on it, the experience in building a
model, the amount of computational power and the amount of money spent on model development
are also important factors for a model are expected to be correlated with resolution. Excluding the
low resolution models in this specific case reduces the spread in future projections. This implies that
the true future polar warming is likely to be at the upper end of the simulated range by the CMIP3
models. The lower end of the polar warming projections is then moved up from about 2.5K to about
4K. This means that a temperature increase of about 4-8K is expected by the end of this century in a
SRES A1B scenario.
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Abstract

Climate change caused by anthropogenic greenhouse emissions leads to impacts on a global and a
regional scale. A quantitative picture of the projected changes on a regional scale can help to decide
on appropriate mitigation and adaptation measures. In the past, regional climate change results have
often been presented on rectangular areas. But climate is not bound to a rectangular shape and each
climate variable shows a distinct pattern of change. Therefore, the regions over which the simulated
climate change results are aggregated should be based on thevariable(s) of interest, on current mean
climate as well as on the projected future changes. A clusteranalysis algorithm is used here to define
regions encompassing a similar mean climate and similar projected changes. The number and the size
of the regions depend on the variable(s) of interest, the local climate pattern and on the uncertainty
introduced by model disagreement. The new regions defined bythe cluster analysis algorithm include
information about regional climatic features which can be of a rather small scale. Comparing the
regions used so far for large scale regional climate change studies and the new regions it can be
shown that the spacial uncertainty of the projected changesof different climate variables is reduced
significantly, i.e. both the mean climate and the expected changes are more consistent within one
region and therefore more representative for local impacts.
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3.1 Introduction

As a result of human induced changes in the atmospheric composition of trace gases, future climate
is expected to change in different aspects, such as its mean state, interannual variability, and its ex-
tremes. Due to different feedbacks, climate will also change differently in the various regions in the
world. Furthermore, the individual climate variables governing a climate regime show very distinctive
patterns of change. Ideally, climate models should provideinformation on very small spatial scales, in
particular for planning adaptation measures. Yet limitations in terms of processes and resolution pre-
vent the interpretation of model results on single grid points. In order to simplify the communication
of the results and to increase the robustness of the results,climate change patterns are therefore often
aggregated over space. Regional climate change results have often been presented based on simple
rectangular areas (Giorgi and Mearns, 2003, Tebaldi et al.,2004, 2005, Giorgi and Bi, 2005, Chris-
tensen et al., 2007) originally defined by Giorgi and Francisco (2000). The choice of these regions was
rather pragmatic, based on a qualitatitive understanding of current climate zones and an expert assess-
ment of the performance of climate models a decade ago. Here,a quantitive method is presented that
attempts to address several shortcomings of the regions used so far. First, as computational capacity
increases and models improve, the increasing complexity and resolution should provide information
on smaller regional scales. Second, to facilitate communication of climate change results, regions
should be based on similar expected future changes and not only on similar present day mean values.
Third, climate is not bound to a rectangular shape. The shapeof the region will rather depend on the
variable of interest and the climate regime. Furthermore, local topography variations can influence
climate. Especially precipitation patterns can vary strongly due to regional differences in topogra-
phy. These small scale variations should be taken into account when looking at climate changes and
defining regions for aggregating climate change results.

Cluster analysis methods can be used to define regions where the climate change signal is similar in
all grid cells encompassed by the region. The hypothesis is that, based on the variable(s) of interest,
there is an optimal number of regions where models can provide robust information. Model agreement
generally improves on larger scales (Räisänen, 2007). Therefore, if a region is too small, the models
may disagree in their signal. If the region is too large, the changes will be blurred and information
is lost because different climate regimes are averaged together, e.g. averaging positive and negative
precipitation changes will result in little net change. In addition, if the regions are very large, the in-
formation is no longer useful for local impacts, as the regional average is unlikely to be representative
for local changes.

An algorithm is presented here which can contribute to answering the question of how and on what
spatial scale regional climate change from global climate models should be communicated. There is
of course no perfect definition of such regions. Different questions require different answers which
one single set of regions will not be able to provide. People interested in future temperature change
will not make best use to work with regions based on precipitation since changes in these two variables
differ. Therefore, the goal is to present one possible procedure to define regions which can be used to
find answers to the question asked, i.e. to group climate datain such a way that regions encompass
similar characteristics. The characteristics looked at depend on the question of interest.
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3.2 Data and Method

3.2.1 Data

This study uses up to 23 of the global coupled atmosphere ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs)
(see Table 3.1) used for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assess-
ment Report (AR4) (IPCC, 2007) which are available from the World Climate Research Programme
(WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) (Meehl et al., 2007a). Detailed
information of the participating models is available on theProgram for Climate Model Diagnosis and
Intercomparison (PCMDI) website:http : //www − pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about ipcc.php.

All model data is regridded to a common T42 grid using a bilinear interpolation. One ensemble
member of each model of the surface air temperature (TAS) andprecipitation (PR) fields from the
simulation of the 20th century (20C3M) and the scenario A1B (SRES-A1B) simulations are used to
construct an equally weighted multimodel mean (M).
For the analysis, two 30-year monthly mean climatologies for the multimodel mean during the periods
1970-1999 and 2070-2099 were calculated. The simulated change in climate is simply the difference
between these two time periods.

3.2.2 Method

a. Determination of the best cluster solution

The goal of a cluster analysis (CA) is to partition observations into groups (clusters) such that the pair-
wise dissimilarities between those observations assignedto the same cluster tend to be smaller than
those in different clusters. Many different algorithms to obtain a classification exist in the literature
(Jain et al., 1999). The one used for this analysis is the conventional k-means algorithm. It has the
advantage of being simple and inexpensive. But on the other hand, the number of clusters needs to
be preassigned before running the algorithm. Furthermore,when applying k-means on datasets with
a large sample size and a relatively smooth character (i.e. lack of obvious groups) multiple solutions
may exist which can not be improved any further by rearranging single objects of the different clus-
ters. Although these solutions can be far away from the best solution (called the global optimum) the
algorithm is trapped in a local optimum. Checking all possible combinations of the objects is com-
putational infeasible due to the large sample size. Therefore, there is no way to determine whether a
specific optimum is the global optimum (Philipp et al., 2007). One common way to apply k-means is
to create seed partitions as first guesses, hence there is an arbitrary step in this procedure which leads
to different realizations of solutions for the k-means algorithm applied on the same dataset. By run-
ning the algorithm multiple times the probability of converging to a local optimum of very low quality
can be reduced. Other studies applied a similar technique inorder to select the best cluster solution.
Bonfils et al. (2004) repeated the clustering procedure several times with different drawings of initial
centers. The best solution defined by the most distinct cluster was kept. Brewer et al. (2007a) ran
the clustering procedure several times as well and checked visually that the clusters remained stable.
Brewer et al. (2007b) decided to run the k-means algorithm 1000 times and the standard deviation of
the value attributed to the centroid was calculated after they already obtained a solution. A low value
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Temperature data Precipitation data

BCCR-BCM2.0 run1 x x
CCCMA-CGCM3.1 run1 x x

CCCMA-CGCM3.1-T63 run1 x x
CNRM-CM3 run1 x x

CSIRO-MK3.0 run1 x x
CSIRO-MK3.5 run1 x
GFDL-CM2.0 run1 x x
GFDL-CM2.1 run1 x x
GISS-AOM run1 x x
GISS-EH run1 x x
GISS-ER run1 x

FGOALS-g1.0 run1 x x
INGV-ECHAM4 run1 x

INM-CM3.0 run1 x x
IPSL-CM4 run1 x x

MIROC3.2(hires) run1 x x
MIROC3.2(medres) run1 x x

ECHO-g run1 x x
ECHAM5/MPI-OM run1 x x
MRI-CGCM2.3.2 run1 x x
NCAR-CCSM3 run1 x x

NCAR-PCM run1 x x
UKMO-HadCM3 run1 x x

UKMO-HadGEM1 run1 x x

Table 3.1: Climate models and their runs used in this study.

indicates that the centroids do not vary significantly and the found solution therefore is stable.

In this study the best solution is selected by comparing the within cluster sum of deviations (WWS)
(Philipp et al., 2007):

WWS =

k
∑

j=1

∑

i∈Cj

D(Xi,Xj)
2, (3.1)

wherek is the number of clustersC , i is the object number,X is the centroid of the cluster, andD is
the Euclidean distance between the objects and its cluster centroids:

D(Xi,Xj) =

(

m
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(Xil − Xjl)
2

) 1

2

, (3.2)

wherem is the number of parameters describing the object. Thus, WSSneeds to be minimized in
order for the solution to be as close as possible to the globaloptimum.
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One way of testing the convergence of the algorithm is to compare the few best solutions out of a
large sample of solutions. If these are very similar, the resulting regions are robust and it is unlikely
that a much better solution exists. This is tested here by calculating a correlation that measures the
similarity of the ten best solutions (lowest WWS value) at each grid cell. For a given grid cell and for
each of the ten best solutions, the cluster where the grid cell belongs to is determined, and all the grid
cells belonging to the same cluster are labelled with one, whereas all other grid cells are set to zero.
The correlation between two such maps indicates whether theregions (to which the particular grid
cell is assigned to in the two solutions) are similar in shapeand size. The average of all 100 pairwise
correlations is determined at each grid point in that way. Figure 3.1a shows the correlation indices
at each grid point. For comparison, Figure 3.1b shows the best solution determined by the lowest
WWS value. It shows a CA solution for 22 regions based on the multimodel mean M of the mean
30-year annual cycle of temperature data (details see Section 3.3). The high correlation leads to the
conclusion that the solutions are of high quality since the different solutions do not differ greatly from
each other. The largest differences are found at the edges ofthe clusters (compare with the regional
classification shown in Fig. 3.1b), which is not surprising.The data used for the CA are relatively
smooth fields, especially in case of temperature data. Precipitation data may be less smooth, but it is
still rather difficult to define groups of data which are separated by a sharp border. Thus it is difficult
for the algorithm to distinguish clearly between groups of data. In the following analysis, out of 60
realizations the best in terms of lowest WSS is chosen in order to guarantee a solution of high quality.

b. Defining the number of clusters

Several methods have been proposed to determine an appropriate number of clusters for a dataset.
Kaufmann and Rousseeuw (1990) define a silhouette index which gives an idea of how well-separated
the resulting clusters are. High values indicate that the objects are very distant from neighboring clus-
ters. Wilks (1998) introduces a method based on the distances of the centroids. Furthermore, a sta-
bility index was tested which calculates the number of clusters leading to the most stable solution of
all given clustering problems with a given data set. However, for the question addressed here, none of
these methods were able to give a clear indication of how manyclusters would be appropriate. There-
fore, from a purely statistical side there seems to be no reliable procedure to determine the number

a) b)

Figure 3.1: Correlation of ten best k-means CA solutions for 22 clustersbased on surface annual temperature
data (a) and the best CA solution selected by the lowest WWS value (b). In panel b grid points marked in the
same color belong to the same region.
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of clusters. This finding agrees with the conclusion of Philipp et al. (2007). Defining an appropriate
number of clusters seems to require specific solutions whichdepend on the problem looked at. Bonfils
et al. (2004), Brewer et al. (2007a,b) for example developeda method which involves the inter-group
and the intra-group variance to find the optimum number of clusters.

For this study one possibility to estimate the number of clusters is by trying to find a solution that min-
imizes the total uncertainty in local climate change given the information about the regional changes.
From an impact perspective there are two contributions to the climate change uncertainty at a single
grid point: First, models disagree about the changes in the region. This can be quantified by the spread
of the different CMIP3 models relative to the change in each region, averaged over all regions:

UM(k) =
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, (3.3)

whereUM(k) is the model uncertainty fork clusters,σ(△VM(c)) is the standard deviation across
models of the mean expected change of parameterV in clusterc, m is the number of models used

in the analysis and
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clusterc across models.

Second, an uncertainty is introduced by the difference between the local climate signal (e.g. expected
temperature rise in one single grid cell) which does not necessarily correspond to the mean expected
climate in a region (e.g. mean expected temperature rise over all grid cell within one cluster). This
uncertainty can be defined as the spread of the change at different grid points within one region:
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whereUC(k) is the uncertainty of the climatic pattern within one cluster for k clusters,σ(△VG(c))

is the standard deviation of the expected change of parameter V across all the grid cells belonging to

clusterc, g is the number of gridcells within clusterc and
1

g

∑g
i=1(△VG(k))g is the mean expected

change of parameterV in clusterc.

If the world is divided into many but very small regions, the models will often disagree on the projected
changes. On the other hand, if a small number of large regionsis chosen, the models will agree better
but the changes aggregated over large regions may not be useful from an impacts point of view. The
aim is therefore to minimize both types of uncertainties discussed above. Hence, adding up these two
relative uncertainties and finding a minimum in this function (Utot) is one way of defining an optimal
number of clusters in terms of uncertainty. In order to reduce the noise in these functions the average
of the best five solutions defined by the lowestWWS is taken.
This method was applied on univariate datasets. In most studies performed before, as well as in
the IPCC reports the changes in climate are communicated foronly one variable at a time, such as
temperature or precipitation. Therefore, the CA is executed for one variable only. More information
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can be found by performing a CA for precipitation and temperature combined. These results compare
very well with the Köppen-Geiger climate classification (see Section 3.3.3).

3.3 Results

The best information about the expected changes can be provided by carrying out a CA for the differ-
ent variables individually. Changes in precipitation are substantially different in where they are most
pronounced as well as the direction of change and differ compared to patterns of temperature change.
Therefore, the shape and the number of regions depend on the variable of interest.

3.3.1 Comparison to the old set of regions

In order to decide whether the new regions contain more information in terms of spatial and model
spread of each variable, the same number of regions (22) as inthe old set used by previous studies
(Tebaldi et al., 2004, Giorgi and Bi, 2005, Christensen et al., 2007, Furrer et al., 2007a) is generated.
The regions are based on the monthly means of the current 30-year climatology (1970-1999) of the
multimodel mean M of the variable of interest (temperature and precipitation in this case), the pro-
jected monthly mean changes, altitude, latitude and the labels of the continent are included for each
grid cell over land areas only. The reason for working with land areas only is simply that these areas
are mainly the ones leading to impacts concerning society. Since Europe and Asia are not seperated
by an ocean, these two continents denote one single continent termed Eurasia. The purpose of labeling
the continents is to reduce the tendency of grouping grid cells in the same cluster which do not belong
to the same continent. By doing so we introduce categorical values in addition to the smooth character
of the other parameters. This leads to difficulties in the standardization procedure. This is circum-
vented by adding each continent individually to the dataset, i.e. for each continent a binary vector
(of length n where n is the number of land grid points) is defined where elements are set to one for
grid points belonging to that particular continent and zeroelsewhere, rather than using a single vector
where a different number is given to each continent. Furthermore, Antarctica was excluded in this
study because both spatial and model variations are large and because in terms of impact studies it is
of interest to make accurate projections in those regions which have direct influence on society. Thus,
a CA for 22 regions needs to be computed not taking into account Antarctica. Hence, the regions
defined here are based on climatic feature as well as on geographical and political considerations.

The choices made here on which parameters are included in theCA are partly subjective. Including
continental labels simplifies communication because regions tend to be restricted to one continent
only. The regions defined here are based on current climate aswell as on the projected changes. An
alternative approach would be to consider the changes only.However, from an impacts perspective
it is of interest to look at existing climatic regimes as wellas the expected changes (e.g. Tebaldi and
Lobell, 2008), as a drying of 10 % for example will have more serious consequences in an area that is
already dry and water limited compared to a wet area.

In Figure 3.2a and b the CA solutions based on temperature andprecipitation data are shown. Com-
pared to the regions proposed by Giorgi and Francisco (2000)(Fig. 3.2c), both the regions based on
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temperature as well as on precipitation include climatic characteristics (e.g. the influence of moun-
tains) as well as features which are of a smaller scale than found in the old regions. These findings
are consistent with the fact that the model resolution has improved over the past decades, although it
is not clear what size and shape the regions derived with the same algorithm applied on the output of
older models would have looked like. But since the spatial scale is smaller, the uncertainty stemming
from large regions which blur different climate zones should be reduced.

Table 3.2 lists an area weighted mean spread over all regionsand all months for the old set of regions
and the regions defined by CA. This spatial spread is defined asthe difference between the 90th and
10th quantile of all values (grid cells) within one region. It is calculated in each region and for each
month for the 1970-2000 climatology and the projected changes. These values are then averaged over
all months and over all regions, weighting by the size of the region. This provides an aggregated
measure of how similar the present day climate and the projected changes are within one region,
with smaller values indicating a more homogeneous pattern within each region, i.e. a better cluster
solution. Thus, Table 3.2 provides information about the homogenity of the climate within one region.
This number should not be confused with UC, which is introduced to determine the number of clusters.

As Table 3.2 indicates, the spatial spread in the current temperature within the regions is reduced by
more than three Kelvin, or almost 25 percent compared to the old regions. For the expected warming
the spatial spread is reduced by 0.4 Kelvin, more than 26 percent. For precipitation the improvement
for current precipitation rates is1.2mm d−1, for the expected change in precipitation the spread is
similar in both cases. The spatial spread is therefore much smaller in the new regions, i.e. the regions
capture the present day climate regimes and the expected changes better.

a) b)

c)

Figure 3.2: Best solution of 22 regions generated using CA based on a) precipitation data, b) temperature data
using the multimodel mean of the annual cycle and mean projected changes. For comparison the old set of
regions is shown in c).
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On the other hand, there is a danger that the models agree lessin the regions defined by CA since the
models tend to agree less on smaller scales (Räisänen, 2001). Indeed, analysing the model spread in
an analogous way to above over the old set of regions and the ones defined by CA (see Table 3.3), the
weighted mean over all regions and months indicates a slightdecrease in model agreement, except for
the projected changes in precipitation, which shows a slight improvement. The differences, however,
are negligible small. These numbers should not be mistaken with UM, which was introduced to find
the optimal number of clusters.

Overall, the reduction in the spatial spread is much larger than the increased model spread and should
thereafter lead to more consistent signals within regions.

3.3.2 The effect of resolution on the number of regions

As mentioned before, increasing complexity and resolutionof models should provide information on
smaller regional scales. Therefore, one may argue that the number of regions should increase for
better models. From a modeling perspective, one criteria could be to minimize the total uncertainty
(see section 3.2.2), i.e. minimizing the sum of the uncertainty in the spatial spread as well as in the
model spread.

a. Temperature

Figure 3.3a shows the total (Utot), spatial (UC) and model uncertainties (UM ). As expected, the
spatial uncertaintyUC approaches zero as the number of clusters increases. This isexpected since
the fewer grid cells belong to one cluster, the smaller is thespread of the temperature pattern within
this cluster. On the other hand, for the model spread the moreclusters there are, the larger is the model
spreadUM . Adding upUM andUC leads to the functionUtot in which we seek a minimum in order
to minimize the total uncertainty. Indeed, there is a minimum for about eight clusters but theses small
variations are unlikely to be robust. For a large number of clusters the function converges to 0.35 (see
Fig 3.3a). The results suggest that a range of values for the number of regions is possible without
changing the uncertainty significantly. Having a large number of regions leads to the difficulty of
how to communicate the findings in for example 50 different regions. By choosing a rather small
number of regions we might loose information about regionalclimates. The number of regions is
partly subjective but the conclusions will not strongly depend on the choices made. Figure 3.3b
suggests a number of 35 to about 50 regions, because for more than 50 regionsUtot stays more or

Tcurrent[K] △T [K] Pcurrent[mm d−1] △P [mm d−1]

Old regions 12.9 1.5 3.4 0.49
Clustered regions 9.7 1.1 2.2 0.36

Difference -3.2 (-24.8%) -0.4 (-26.7%) -1.2 (-35.3%) -0.13 (-26.5%)

Table 3.2: Spatial spread and improvement in the spatial spread of current mean temperature (Tcurrent), of
the expected changes of temperature (△T ), of current precipitation (Pcurrent) and of the expected changes in
precipitation (△P ) in the two sets of regions.
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Tcurrent[K] △T [K] Pcurrent[mm d−1] △P [mm d−1]

Old regions 5.7 4.3 1.2 0.50
Clustered regions 5.8 4.4 1.2 0.48

Difference 0.1 (1.8%) 0.1 (2.3%) 0.0 (0%) -0.02 (-4%)

Table 3.3: Model spread and changes in the model spread of current mean temperature (Tcurrent), of the
expected changes of temperature (△T ), of todays precipitation (Pcurrent) and of the expected changes in pre-
cipitation (△P ) in the two sets of regions.

less constant, i.e. the gain of information is small for morethan 50 regions and the changes inUtot

are rather large for less than 35 regions. But as mentioned before, due to communication issues and
based on subjective considerations we argue that an upper limit of 35 clusters and a lower limit of 20
clusters is desirable. According to theses limits and the function of uncertainty 35 regions would be
optimal.

In Figure 3.3c and d the correlation index for different numbers of clusters is shown. This correlation
index is derived by taking the mean of the correlations indices across all grid cells as shown in Section
3.2.2. For two clusters, the correlation index is very high as there are only few different plausible
possibilities in clustering. The same is true for a high number of clusters. There is a minimum for
about 80 clusters, apparently the solutions are most unstable for this number of clusters. Correlations
are above 0.7 in all cases.

Taking into account the two contrary effects of either prefering a large number of clusters to minimize
uncertainty, or rather fewer to guarantee stable cluster solutions, we conclude that the number of
clusters for temperature should be between 30 and 35. The quantitative conclusions drawn here do
not depend on the number of clusters, except for extreme choices. For illustration Figure 3.4a shows
the CA solution for 33 regions.

By introducing more but smaller regions the question whether the model disagreement is too large
needs to be addressed. Looking at the distribution of all possible simulated changes (i.e. every sin-
gle grid cell of a cluster in every model) and by doing the samefor the old set of regions we can
compare whether the increase in the number of regions leads to a loss of information due to model
disagreement. Note that this assumes that each model is an equally plausible representation of the real
world, and that the models are approximately covering the range of uncertainty. These assumptions
are strictly not correct but hard to overcome (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007). For illustration the different
distributions for South America are shown in Figure 3.5. Comparing Figure 3.5a and b it becomes
obvious that there are different effects in different regions. The northernmost region has about the
same distribution in both cases, the new regions provide no improvement in this case. The southern
region has a distribution which is narrower in the case of theCA solution, the new regions show the
advantage of having less uncertainty concerning the expected warming. But on the other hand the
mountain region only found in the CA solution shows a rather broad distribution, but still being of the
same range or even less compared to the two regions in Figure 3.5b.

b. Precipitation
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Figure 3.3: a) Total relative error (Utot), model uncertainty (UM ) and the uncertainty of the climatic pattern
(UC) for the CA solutions for different numbers of regions of theannual cycle of temperature, b) detailed view
of Utot, c) correlation for different number of clusters for the annual cycle of temperature and d) its detailed
view.

The case for precipitation it is not as clear as for temperature. As illustrated in Figure 3.6 the un-
certainties are much larger for precipitation. Note that due to very small mean precipitation changes
in some areas, the denominator of equation 3.3 and 3.4 leads to high uncertainties. Therefore, these
two terms are limited here to a maximum value of 100%. We find a minimum in Utot for about 200
clusters. But as mentioned above, due to communication problems the same lower and upper limit
of 20 and 35 regions can be used for precipitation. The two curves of the uncertainty and correlation
suggest that in case of precipitation it is desirable to havea rather low number of clusters. We believe
that restricting the number of clusters to 20 to 25 makes bestuse of the information available. Both,
Figures 3.6b and d suggest a low number of clusters since the uncertainty increases with an increasing
number of clusters and the correlation decreases with increasing number of clusters. For more than 25
regions the functionUtot reaches its maximal value and the decline thereafter is rather slow. Further-
more, in case of precipitation it is rather difficult to find a clear signal of change. As shown in Zhang
et al. (2007) a signal in twentieth-century precipitation trends is found only by averaging the data in
latitudinal bands. Thus, using small regions the signal of climate change may be lessend. Therefore,
it is more suitable to work with larger and hence fewer regions in case of precipitation to improve the
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.4: CA solution for a) temperature based on the current mean and the projected changes in the annual
cycle (33 regions), b) precipitation based on the current mean and the projected changes in the annual cycle
(24 regions), c) current mean and projected changes of JJA temperatures (26 regions), and d) current mean and
projected changes of JJA precipitation (22 regions).

signal to noise ratio. In Figure 3.4b the 24 regions for precipitation is shown.

Again the question needs to be addressed whether introducing a higher number of regions leads to a
decrease in model agreement which offsets the increased spatial detail. As for temperature data, the
distribution of the projected changes in precipitation is derived by looking at the distribution of all the
grid cells in one cluster for all models. In the case of precipitation the results are shown for North
America. Note that due to the rather complicated regional mask, some regions shown in Figure 3.7
are not limited to North America, i.e. there are grid points on other continents belonging to the same
region. For the analysis all grid cells belonging to the sameregion are taken into account, not only
the ones shown in the frames. Figure 3.7 highlights two results. First, the spread (width of box plots)
is slightly reduced by defining the regions using CA. Note again that in Figure 3.7 the spatial spread
plus the spread of the models are included. Furthermore, by defining the regions using CA the signal
for changes in precipitation can be enhanced. There are two cases in the CA-derived solution (the
two northern most regions) for which both the 10 and 90 % quantiles are positive. For the old set of
regions this is only true for one region.

c. Monthly versus annual data input

For some studies it is not desirable to look at regions based on the whole annual cycle but based on
a specific season. Figure 3.4c and d show the CA solution for temperature or precipitation based on
monthly means of the current climate and projected changes in June, July and August (JJA). The two
solutions derived by using the annual cycle or only JJA show great similarities, but still there are some
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Figure 3.5: a) CA solutions for 33 regions based on the annual cycle of temperature (shown here is only South
America). b) shows for the same area the old set of regions. For each region the distribution of the expected
warming for each grid cell in the region and across all the models is shown. The boxplot indicates the median
(red), the 25 and 75 percent quantile (box) and the 10 and 90 percent quantile (blue line).
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Figure 3.6: a) Total relative error (Utot), model uncertainty (UM ) and the uncertainty of the climatic pattern
(UC) for the CA solutions for different numbers of regions for the annual cycle of precipitation, b) detailed view
of Utot, c) correlation for different number of clusters for the annual cycle of precipitation and d) its detailed
view.

regional distinctions.

Whether the appropriate number of clusters is the same for JJA as for the whole annual cycle is
unclear. As the analysis shows, for the correlation index the findings are similar to the ones in Figure
3.3 (compare with Fig. 3.8b). On the other hand, the results of Utot is different (Fig. 3.8a) in that the
function stays approximately constant for 25 to 30 clusters. Hence, in the case of a CA based on JJA
temperatures a lower number of regions is favored, which in turn leads to more stable cluster solutions
as well.

In the case of precipitation the two curves forUtot and the correlation index look similar to the ones
in Figure 3.6, although there are some differences. For JJA precipitation it is even clearer that fewer
regions leads to more stable cluster solutions, and fewer regions are also favored by the function of
Utot. Therefore, about 20 to 23 regions is recommended in this case. Figure 3.4c and d show the
suggested regions for temperature and precipitation basedon JJA values.
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Figure 3.7: a) CA solutions for 24 regions based on current mean and projected changes in the annual cycle of
precipitation data (shown here is only North America). b) shows for the same area the old set of regions. For
each region the distribution of the expected changes in precipitation for each grid cell in the region and across
all the models is shown. The boxplot indicates the median (red), the 25 and 75 percent quantile (box) and the
10 and 90 percent quantile (blue line).
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Figure 3.8: Total uncertainty (Utot) (a) and correlation index (b) of CA solutions for differentnumbers of
regions based on current and projected changes in JJA temperature data andUtot (c) and correlation index (d)
for current and projected JJA precipitation data.

3.3.3 Clustering temperature and precipitation

Various ecological risks are associated with the prospect of a changing climate. Novel temperature
regimes as well as changes in precipitation lead to novel anddisappearing climates by the end of the
21st century, which in turn may lead to novel species associations and other unexpected ecological
responses (Williams et al., 2007). Therefore, in order to quantify the impact of climate change it may
be best to look at changes in temperature and precipitation at the same time. By clustering current
means of temperature and precipitation, as well as the projected changes in both of these variables, it
is possible to identify regions where the current climate aswell as both temperature and precipitation
changes are similar. Similar patterns of current temperature and precipitation (but not trends) is the
basis of the Köppen-Geiger climate classification, which represent the different vegetation groups, as
plants are indicators for many climatic elements (Kottek etal., 2006).

Figure 3.9 shows that the cluster solution for 31 clusters (the number of Köppen-Geiger climate clas-
sifications) is very similar to the Köppen classification asgiven by Kottek et al. (2006). Note that a
Köppen-Geiger climate classification can be derived basedon observations, but here we use model
data to calculate the classification. The advantage of the CAsolution is that the projected changes are
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already incorporated in the regional partitioning. Hence,the above defined regions are better suited to
study climate change and climate change impacts.

Whether having 31 regions instead of 23 introduces more uncertainty again needs to be checked for
temperature and precipitation. As before, the old set of regions serves as reference. The distributions
are derived the same way as for Figure 3.5 and 3.7. Figure 3.10shows that there is improvement in
the temperature signal even for regions that are not only based on temperature data but on precipita-
tion data as well. On average the distributions are narrowerfor the new regions. But again, as for
precipitation, some of the regions shown are not limited to North America but for the analysis all the
grid cells belonging to this region are used.

In case of precipitation the results in Figure 3.11 indicatesome improvement as well. Over all, the
distributions are narrower with one exception. The region to the very south shows a rather broad
distribution. But on the other hand, for this region a clearer signal towards less precipitation can be
found compared to matchable region in the old set of regions.

3.4 Conclusions

Climate change is one of the most serious problems that our society and economy is facing. In order to
quantify the impact of climate change on a regional scale andto decide on adaptation and mitigation
measures a quantitative picture of the magnitude of change of the different variables is necessary. So
far, regional climate change results have often been presented on simple rectangular areas defined in
a rather ad hoc way instead of being based on climatic features. A procedure is presented here which
offers the opportunity to define regions in which certain variables of interest, e.g. the current climate,
or the projected changes, have similar values. The number aswell as the shape of the regions depends
on the variable(s) and the time scale of interest. It is shownthat by using a cluster analysis for the
regional classification focused on one variable (e.g. temperature or precipitation) the spatial spread
can be reduced significantly without introducing too much uncertainty in the model disagreement
compared to the old set of regions used in previous studies (Tebaldi et al., 2004) and IPCC reports
(Christensen et al., 2007). Furthermore, by using the uncertainty of the climate change pattern and the

a) b)

Figure 3.9: a) Köppen-Geiger climate classification derived from multimodel mean data and b) CA solution
for 31 regions based on the current mean and projected changes in the annual cycle of temperature and precip-
itation.
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Figure 3.10: a) CA solution for 31 regions based on the current and projected annual cycle of temperature
and precipitation data (shown here is only North America). b) shows for the same area the old set of regions.
For each region the distribution of the projected warming for each grid cell in the region and across all the
models is shown. The boxplot indicates the median (red), the25 and 75 percent quantile (box) and the 10 and
90 percent quantile (blue line).
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Figure 3.11: Same as Figure 3.10 except that for each region the distribution of the projected changes in
precipitation for each grid cell in the region and across allthe models is shown.
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model disagreement in case of temperature we can conclude that the best information of the models
can be obtained by increasing the number of regions comparedto the old set of regions. Therefore,
regions with climatic features of a smaller scale are found by clustering the data. On the other hand,
due to large uncertainties, especially in the model agreement (Wang, 2005) in the precipitation data,
we recommend to work with rather large regions. Although thenumber of regions is still larger for
all the variables shown in this study than the number of regions used so far. This leads to regions
encompassing climatic features of a rather small scale which in turn could introduce uncertainties due
to model disagreement. But as could be shown in this study thetotal uncertainty, defined as spatial
uncertainty and model disagreement, is on average still smaller than in the old set of regions.

One caveat with the presented algorithm is that there is the subjective component for the estimation of
the optimal number of regions. There is small range concerning the number of regions which can be
chosen from, the conclusions made here do not depend on the choices made. By introducing a lower
and an upper limit of the number of regions we ensure a solution of high quality concerning the ro-
bustness of the cluster analysis solution as well as the total uncertainty including model disagreement
and the local climate pattern. Furthermore, to derive a stable cluster analysis solution the multimodel
mean had to be used with each model having an equal weight. This assumption of each model giving
a plausible representation of reality is not necessarily true (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007).

Cluster analysis also offers the possibility to combine different aspects of a climate such as temper-
ature and precipitation, two characteristics which are important for impact studies because of their
relevance in plant phenology and therefore in ecosystems. Comparing the Köppen classification with
the regions defined by cluster analysis we find great similarities. Hence, these regions offer the op-
portunity to study climate change from an impacts perspective.

The proposed regions can be seen as a basis for discussions onthe issue whether the old set of regions
is still appropriate considering to the improvements that have been made in climate modeling, and
whether it is justified to calculate regional climate changeprojections of different variables with the
same set of regions if the pattern of different variables looks quite differently. Furthermore, it should
be noted that the presented algorithm is not limited to the models and data used here. Instead of
working with the CMIP3 models it is also possible to apply thesame algorithm on regional model
output or on data with a different resolution than T42.
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Abstract

The observed warming of the Earth surface can be attributed to human influence with high confidence
(Stott et al., 2000, IPCC, 2007). Successful attribution based on spatiotemporal patterns however does
not imply significant changes at all locations; indeed only few studies have addressed the significance
of local and regional signals relative to local variability(Giorgi, 2006, Baettig et al., 2007, Giorgi
and Bi, 2009, Williams et al., 2007). Here we show that less than 1K global warming is sufficient
for most locations areas over land for a significant temperature change to be identified with high
confidence. Due to the small temperature variability in the low latitudes only a few tenths of a degree
global warming already lead to significant changes. A local warming signal relevant for impacts
has therefore emerged already in many developing countries, or will emerge in the next two decades
irrespective of any plausible emission scenario. Most of the countries affected first by the warming
emit small amounts of CO2 and have contributed only marginally to the observed warming.
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The Earth climate system has been warming over the past decades. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) Working Group I Fourth Assessment Report states with very high confidence
that human activity is responsible for most of these changesby emitting greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere (IPCC, 2007). Attribution of surface warming isnow possible on global and continen-
tal scales (Stott, 2003, Gillett et al., 2008), and improvedobservations allow attribution on climate
variables other than surface temperature (Zhang et al., 2007, Santer et al., 2003, Gillett et al., 2003).
Formal attribution of impacts is hampered by limited observations and confounding factors, most
changes in biological systems (Rosenzweig et al., 2008) areconsistent with a warming world. But
while the world has undoubtedly warmed, some locations havenot experienced significant changes
so far, and few places have in fact seen clear shifts in precipitation or extreme events locally, even
though those are projected from theory and models. The reason is that anthropogenic trends are su-
perimposed on natural fluctuations on all timescales. This is analogous to real estate prices which on
average have risen over the past twenty years, but not every persons house price or rent has increased.
Higher prices usually appear earlier in densely populated areas at good locations. We intuitively un-
derstand this concept of an aggregated versus a local signal, yet the lack of warming over the past few
years or the lack of a significant trend in some climate variables and locations is often misinterpreted
to disprove climate change or to argue that local impacts arenot severe. Here we approach the detec-
tion question from a local impacts point of view: at what timeor in which scenario would we expect
the local climate to be different from the preindustrial case with high confidence, taking into account
spatial and temporal variations that may mask the trends?

The absolute warming observed so far is greatest in the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere
(Serreze, 2010). Numerous studies point out the vulnerability of the ecosystems in high latitude re-
gions to climate change due to the large absolute warming in these regions. According to climate
model projections, future warming patterns will be similarto those observed. However, the regions
showing the largest warming are also the regions featuring the highest interannual and interdecadal
climate variability. The physical changes relative to the noise (defined here as the interdecadal vari-
ability) are therefore expected to be small. Thirteen atmosphere ocean general circulation models
(AOGCM) are used to illustrate this assumption. As the region of interest is the low latitudes the
models were chosen according to their ability to simulate tropical variability (see Methods). How-
ever, detection and attribution studies were shown to be insensitive to model weighting (Santer et al.,
2009) and therefore the results are not changed significantly by the selection of models.

In order to detect local temperature changes the noise and trend is calculated separately for each
grid cell. The noise in temperature is approximated by the interdecadal variability (see Methods),
the signal (trend) is the difference between 1990-1999 and 1900-1999. The interdecadal variability
of surface temperature (TAS) as illustrated in Figure 4.1a is highest in the Polar Regions, especially
around the North Pole, and lowest in the Tropics. The signal of change is more pronounced over land
than ocean and is particularly strong in the Northern high latitudes (Fig. 4.1b). Although the absolute
trend is largest in the high latitudes, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is rather low in this region due to
the large interdecadal variability (Fig. 4.1c). The low latitudes with very low interdecadal variability
but a detectable signal (Stott, 2003) therefore show the largest S/N. In summary the changes in TAS
relative to its variability are greater in low than in high latitudes. Furthermore, this whole region shows
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robust results across all models considered, with the only exception of the northwest coast of South
America. The robustness of the results is shown in Figure 1d as model agreement (MA), defined as the
mean change in temperature as calculated above averaged across all models, divided by the standard
deviation across all models. Hence, a higher value means a better agreement. The low MA at the
northwest coast of South America is probably due to the low topographical resolution of the Andes.
In this case the high S/N should not be given too much weight. Note that the qualitative results are not
sensitive to the time periods used in the 20th century. For example, the general patterns do not change
using only data later than 1950 for the trend where data coverage and quality is much better locally.

In terms of impacts the signal to noise ratio is an important parameter. Changes in a climate with
a large variability may have less severe impacts on ecosystems since species are adapted to large
changes on short time scales. Species without the ability toadapt to environmental changes such as
plants or ectotherms (Deutsch et al., 2008) are vulnerable to climate change. The smaller the global
warming needed for the signal of change to emerge out of the natural variability, the more severe the
impacts are expected to be. The amount of global warming for the signal of change to emerge from
the noise can be estimated by comparing the TAS distributionfunctions of different time periods.
Two samples of summer temperatures of two different time periods are significantly different when
they do not originate from the same distribution (see Methods). Figure 4.2 depicts the global mean
temperature increase for which 80% of the models indicate a significant change locally (see Methods).
For the subsequent comparison to emissions the results are aggregated by countries. The results are
similar to the S/N shown in Figure 1c. The low latitudes, namely Indonesia, the Middle East and
large parts of Africa are already affected by a small increase in the global TAS. Figure 2 demonstrates

Figure 4.1: a) Interdecadal variability (noise) of surface temperature (TAS), b) current signal of annual TAS
calculated as the difference between 1990-2000 and 1900-2000, c) signal to noise ratio over land and d) model
agreement over land. The blue line shows the latitudinal mean.
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that for most countries less than 1K warming is sufficient forsignificant local warming. These results
demonstrate that many regions are already experiencing, orare committed to a significant local change
in TAS. The commitment scenario (IPCC, 2007) projects a global warming of 1.2K, and zero carbon
emissions today would result in a warming of 0.5 to 1K (depending on non-CO2 emissions) (Solomon
et al., 2009, Frölicher and Joos, 2009) but both are not economically plausible. All economically
plausible scenarios predict a warming of near 2K or more, which would cause significant changes in
all places. The reason why the results shown here are based onglobal temperature and not on a year
of emergence is that the results are independent of an emission scenario.

The question whether a significant local change is actually measured is related, but complicated by
the fact that observational records go only back to 1950. Therefore, when working with observations
detectability is only achieved with a larger global warmingthan compared with model data starting at
preindustrial conditions. The pattern of the results however is not sensitive to changes in the baseline
time period or the transient climate response of the scenario, nor is the pattern significantly changed
when annual means are used instead of summer means. The year when detection in an observational
record since 1950 on a station level is possible is for most land parts later than 2015 as shown in Figure
4.3. However, for many parts in the world records do not reachvery far into the past. In these cases,
changes become visible even later than the proposed year in Figure 4.3. The same analysis shown here
for temperature is also done for precipitation. However, only in a few land areas a signal is detected
before 2100 even in the relatively high emission scenario A1B. The earliest locally significant signals
appear after 2040. It is important to note that our findings donot contradict the detection study on
precipitation by Zhang et al. (2007). Observed changes are significant when aggregated over space
but not locally. Model projections indicate clear patternsof change in the water cycle if multiple
models and scenario realizations are averaged (Knutti, 2010), and these changes are consistent with

Figure 4.2: Mean global temperature increase needed for a single location to country to undergo a significant
change in surface temperature (TAS), aggregated on a country level. The black line denotes the committed
warming if we all atmospheric constituents were fixed at year2000 levels.
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theoretical arguments (Allen and Ingram, 2002). But because the variability is large, some locations
may not experience any change, while others will see larger trends than projected. This is an obvious
but often not appreciated result, and the argument of a missing observed local signal is often misused
in the climate change debate.

The other striking result from our analysis is that most of the countries showing a significant change
at a small global warming have low CO2 emissions per capita
(http : //www.iea.org/publications/free new Desc.asp?PUBS ID = 2143). As shown in
Figure 4.4 there is a negative correlation between the S/N and the CO2 emission per capita. Countries
affected most by the temperature increase are not the ones causing the increase. In contrast, some of
the largest emitters in the past and present are among the least affected countries.

The results presented are remarkable for several reasons. First, we show that the low latitudes are most
affected by temperature change relative to the local variability. The high latitudes will experience a
large warming but at the same time their climate variabilityis also very large. The relative changes
are important for ecosystems which have adapted to past climate variability. Furthermore, the local
warming signal emerges from noise at global temperature increases that have already been observed
or are unavoidable under any meaningful emission scenario.In contrast, local precipitation changes
will not be significant in most places before about 2050 even with a perfect observing system, even
though large scale changes are already detectable. Second,the local warming signal will emerge first
from the noise for countries in low latitudes, even though their contributions to global greenhouse
gas emissions are small. To estimate the risk of climate change, the local impacts, vulnerability and
adaptive capacity need to be considered. Those are difficultto quantify in a single number, but they
also tend to be unfavorable for developing countries in low latitudes. Note that relation between

Figure 4.3: Year of emergence on a grid scale level with 1950-1979 as a baseline for surface temperature.
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Figure 4.4: Signal to noise ratio for each country versus CO2 emissions per capita in year 2009. Only the
outliers are labelled.

emissions per capita and adaptive capacity for example are expected through financial assets. On the
other hand, the fact that locally significant warming is tangible first in countries with low emissions
has no obvious underlying economic or societal cause. But itis yet another issue that makes the
climate negotiations challenging.

Methods

Variability test of the climate models
The AOGCM data is available from the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) (Meehl et al., 2007b). All data is regridded to a T42 grid.
The variability of the sea surface temperatures (SST) is compared with NOAA/NASA (Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Oceans Pathfinder SST data (Kilpatrick et al., 2001) over the
time period 1989-2006. The models which pass two statistical for their ability to simulate the tropical
variability are included in this study. The first test is described by Santer et al. (2008) and aims to esti-
mate whether the interannual climate noise is realistically represented in the climate models. This test
is. The second is the F-test which tests whether the natural variability of the models and the observa-
tions are similar or not. Of the models which passed both tests always the first run is used for the anal-
ysis. The models used are the following: BCCR-BCM2.0, CCCmaCGCM3.1, CCCma CGCM3.1,
CSIRO Mk3.0, GISS-AOM, GISS-EH, INMCM3.0, IPSL CM4, MIROC3.2(medres), MIUB-ECHO-
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G, ECHAM5, UKMO HadCM3, UKMO HadGEM1.

Interdecadal variability
The interdecadal variability is estimated by detrending the time period 1900-1999. Then the standard
deviation of the 10yr-means is calculated. The interdecadal variability is calculated individually for
each model before averaging across models.

Significance test
Whether temperatures of two time periods are significantly different is tested on summer TAS means
in a 30-years moving window at 10-years steps, starting with1950-1979 as a baseline and ending in
2070-2099 for the SRES A1B model runs. Summer TAS is defined asthe mean temperature of the
three warmest consecutive months. This procedure is applied to each model and grid cell. The results
are not significantly changed for different lengths of the moving window. The local warming is statisti-
cally detected when the two samples of the 30-years window are not drawn from the same distribution
based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with 95% significance. The last year of the moving window is
taken as the year of emergence when the signal is detected in 80% of the models. This is done for each
grid point and this year is then used to estimate the corresponding global temperature change based
on the A1B simulation. Figure 4.2 simply averages the globaltemperature threshold across countries
for comparison with Figure 4.4, but conclusions are similarwithout country aggregation.



Chapter 5

Small scale detectability of precipitation
changes

Detection of human induced changes in precipitation on a global scale have only shortly been suc-
cessful. By dividing the Earth into latitudinal bands Zhanget al. (2007) detected with the aid of the
optimal finger printing method for some regions a drying or wetting over the past 100 years. However,
if the same methods as used in Chapter 4 used for temperature are applied on the modeling results for
precipitation it can be shown that detected changes on a gridcell level are still very sparse. Figure
5.1a shows the annual trend in precipitation computed in thesame manner as for temperature and the
same models as in Chapter 4 but using relative changes instead of absolute. The regions showing the
strongest trend in drying are the regions which have the largest interdecadal variability, as well (com-
pare with Fig. 5.1c). Figure 5.1b depicts the trends during dry season. Dry season is defined as the
three dryest consecutive months in the year. The trend of thedry season is quite similar to Figure 5.1a,
however trends are somewhat stronger for the dry season thanfor the annual mean. Model uncertain-
ties are rather large in precipitation projections as shownin Figure 5.1d by the model agreement. The
model agreement is the mean relative change across all models divided by the variability across all
models. Hence, a high value means a good agreement.

Robust detection of changes in precipitation may be difficult for the following reasons: First, intere-
decadal variability is quite large in many regions. Especially the regions with an already dry climate
and a strong drying trend feature a large variability. Second, the robustness of model projections is
rather low. This is analyzed further below.

Analogous to Figure 4.3 and the method described in Chapter 4the year when the signal emerges
out of the noise is computed. The baseline time period is 1950-1979 and the end year of the 30-year
window is taken in order to determine the year when the signalemerges out of the noise. Note that
only regoins over land are considered. Figure 5.2 shows thatin most regions over land a change in
precipitation is not detectable before 2100 on a grid cell level (white areas). Shown are the results for
three different assumptions: In Figure 5.2a the 90% quantile (very likely in IPCC terminology) of the
models showing a result before 2100 and having the same signal in the trend of change (positive or
negative) is used to compute the year of emergence. In Figure5.2b the 80% quantile of the models
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Figure 5.1: a) Trend in annual precipitation estimated as the difference between 1990-1999 and 1900-1999,
b) trend in precipitation during dry season estimated as thedifference between 1990-1999 and 1900-1999, c)
interdecadal variability and d) model agreement.

showing a result and agreeing on the sign of trend is depicted. In Figure 5.2c the 66% quantile
(likely in IPCC terminology) is used. No matter which assumption is used the white areas are very
large and drying seems to be harder to detect than wettening.Interestingly, those areas which show
the most severe drying do mostly not show up in the detection.One reason could be, as mentioned
before, because of the poor model agreement. But one very possible reason could also be the large
interdecadal variability in this area. This raises the question whether a severe drying in already dry
areas is detectable at all.
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Figure 5.2: Year when signal emerges of noise for precipitation over land. Blue colors indicate wettening, red
colors indicate drying. a) using the 90% quantile (very likely), b) the 80% quantile and c) the 66% quantile
(likely).





Chapter 6

The unfavorable situation of developing
countries in climate change

Temperatures are not warming equally across the globe. Landmasses are warming faster than oceans
and the poles are more affected than other parts (Flato and Boer, 2001). However, studies focusing
on the signal of change emerging of the natural climate variability, called the signal to noise ratio,
find a different picture. The signal to noise ratio basicallydescribes how far the changed climate
is outside the natural variability of climate and thereforecan not be explained by natural variability
alone. When looking at the current signal to noise ratio, Chapter 4 shows that the greatest relative
changes in temperature are found in the low latitudes where the changes are first detectable in time,
as well. For precipitation detection on a small scale is problematic as described in Chapter 5.

For this study the year when the model emerges out of the noiseis computed but no model weighting
is applied. Therefore, up to 23 of the AOGCMS available from the World Climate Research Program
(WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) (Meehl et al., 2007a) are used.
The year of emergence is computed in the same manner as in Chapter 4 and 5 for summer season
in case of temperature and for dry season in case of precipitation using the time period 1950-1979
as a baseline. But in case of precipitation only 50% of the models need to show a year before 2100
and agree on the sign of the trend in order to increase detectability. The results are shown in Figure
6.1. Generally, in the high latitudes changes can be detected earliest. However, early detection is also
possible for some countries in the lower latitudes.

As especially in case of temperature changes are earliest detectable in the low latitudes (compare with
Chapter 4), but also for some low latitudes countries precipitation is early detectable, it is plausible
that there are specific regions which are more affected by climate change than others. The countries
located in the low latitudes are mostly developing countries. This suggests that developing countries
are sooner and stronger affected by climate change, but it also implies that they are more vulnerable to
climate change and have little capacity to adapt to the changes. To illustrate this hypothesis a climate
change index is built consisting of four parameters: The first two parameters describe the year when
the climate change signal is first detectable for the mean summer temperature and the mean driest
three consecutive months in case of precipitation (see Chapter 4 for details). The third parameter
describes the vulnerability of a country which is approximated by the percentage of people working
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Figure 6.1: Year of emergence for precipitation for the 50% quantile averaged over political countries.

in the agricultural sector (AGRI) (FAO, 2009). Societies employing a large number of people in food
production are more affected by climate change than servicesocieties (Alexandratos, 2005). The
number of people in the agricultural sector may be a very simple representative for the vulnerability.
Brenkert and Malone (2005) mention the settlement/infrastructure, food, human population health and
ecosystem sensitivity plus the water availability as factors contributing to sensitivity or vulnerability.
However, at least two factors, food sensitivity and water availability are directly or indirectly included
in the AGRI parameter. Yohe et al. (2006) define vulnerability as the ratio of exposure to adaptive
capacity. Their exposure is approximated by the mean annualchange in temperature. This definition
is critical for several reasons: First, approximating the exposure with atmospheric parameters can be
misleading. Second, they use only temperature for the approximation. Precipitation is not included.
Third, the vulnerability is dependent on adaptive capacity. These are two different parameters which
should not be mixed.

The fourth parameter used in this study is the Human Development Index (HDI) (ul Haq, 1995, UNDP,
2009) which describes the adaptive capacity. The HDI is a composite statistic and combines three
dimesions which are life expectancy at birth, knowledge andeducation as measured by the adult
literacy rate (with two-thirds weighting) and the combinedprimary, secondary, and tertiary gross
enrollment ratio (with one-third weighting) and the standard of living as measured by the natural
logarithm of gross domestic product per capita at purchasing power parity. The ability to react to
changes in the environment are at least to a large part determined by the know-how and the wealth
of a country. The HDI combines this information in one number. The only parameter which is not
included in the HDI as an approximation for adaptive capacity compared to Brenkert and Malone
(2005) is environmental coping and environmental adaptivecapacity. This however is different for
every species and therefore very difficult to obtain on a country level.
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To combine the four different parameters each was classifiedindividually in ten linear classes begin-
ning at the minimum and ending at the maximum of each scale. The lowest class is unfavorable and is
given 1 point, the highest is favorable and is given 10 points. For the two climatic parameters it means
that the sooner (later) climate change is detectable the more unfavorable (favorable) it is for a country.
For the HDI the lower (higher) and for AGRI the higher (lower)the value is the more unfavorable
(favorable) it is. Averaging across all parameters yields anumber which comprises the information
how unfavorable or favorable the situation of climate change is for a country. These results are shown
in Figure 6.2. The African continent is clearly affected in the most negative way. Large parts of South
Asia are also in an unfavorable condition. Overall, the developing countries are in a worse position
than the highly developed countries.

This climate change index provides an indication where the most affected regions are. However, the
spread of the different parameters within one country can bevery large as shown in Figure 6.3. Only
in a few countries the changes in temperature and precipitation are both very unfavorable or very
favorable.

Nevertheless, there is clear indication that some regions in the world are more affected than others.
The most problematic regions are the poor countries which donot emit large amounts of CO2. This is
not surprising since the gross domestic product (GDP) is correlated with the HDI as the GDP is part of
the HDI. Consequential the GDP and HDI are also correlated with the CO2 as low income countries
do not have the financial asset which could lead to high CO2 emissions. Figure 6.4 illustrates that
the countries in the more unfavorable situation emit less CO2 than the countries in a more favorable
situation.

Figure 6.2: Climate change index. A low number indicates unfavorable conditions whereas a higher number
indicates more favorable conditions.
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Figure 6.3: Parametric overview of the climate change index for each country.
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Figure 6.4: Scatterplot of the climate change index and the CO2 emissions per capita.

One critical point of this analysis may be that it is questionable whether for an ecosystem or a society
the absolute or the relative changes (signal to noise) are more relevant. And it is also not clear whether
changes in temperature or precipitation are more severe. Some species react more sensitive to changes
in temperature and some more to changes in precipitation. Incase of precipitation the matter is even
more complex since it can get dryer or wetter whereas in case of temperature it only gets warmer.
Is more rain positive or negative? What is the threshold at which a strong increase in precipitation
has more negative consequences than positive? These are questions which need to be addressed
by the impact community since every ecosystem and society reacts differently and is sensitive to
different aspects of climate change. We admit that our analysis is very simple in these terms since
our assumption is that every change results in negative impacts, which is not true in all cases. Yet the
aim of this study is to answer the questions where climate change is most prominent and whether the
countries concerned are vulnerable and whether they have the ability to adapt to these changes, if the
changes should be negative.

Under the here made assumptions the answer to this question is clear. The countries affected most by
climate change are the ones being least able to defend it because most of them have a low adaptive
capacity. Furthermore, these countries are in general not responsible for the changes observed because
even though one can argue that components of the climate change index are subjectively chosen the
countries with the highest signal to noise ratio are the onesemitting the least CO2 (compare with
Chapter 4). This raises the question whether the polluter can afford not to take action to reduce its
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greenhouse gas emissions or whether he should face their responsibility. This is a moral question
which can not be answered by science alone.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis has focused on exploring new ways to reduce uncertainty in long term climate projections
and to generate climate change results based on model results which are as robust as possible. Three of
the five presented studies focus on regional aggregation or aspecific region and two novel approaches
are described which lead to a reduction in uncertainty. The last two chapters are based on the results
in Chapter 4 and highlight detectability of local precipitation changes and the social aspects of climate
change. The following overall conclusions can be drawn:

• Physical key processes:Physical processes exist which have a large influence on today’s cli-
mate of a region and are furthermore important for the magnitude of future climate changes.
These processes can be identified as demonstrated in Chapter2 in case of the northward ocean
heat transport. The various implementations of this process in the AOGCMs results in different
realizations of the sea ice extent depending on the amount ofheat transported to the Arctic.
Sea ice influences the climate by its albedo feedback and by the amount of solar energy which
can be stored in the oceans. The sea ice albedo feedback is strong enough to have an effect
on the global climate. In summary, processes exist which arecrucial in the climate system and
therefore can be used to constrain the climate models.

• Eliminating ’bad’ models: In Chapter 2 models which do not meet basic performance criteria,
in this case the five models which show a strong temperature bias towards too cold temperatures
and have sea ice which has a too large extent and is too thick, are excluded. Thereupon the
uncertainty of the lower bound of Arctic warming can be reduced by about 1.5K.

• Reducing uncertainty using a regional climate classification: Averaging climate change
results over spatial areas can reduce uncertainty since models agree better on a larger scale
(Räisänen, 2007). However, if the area is too large different climate regimes are averaged and
the signal of change is blurred. By choosing the optimal sizeof a region which is depending on
the region and climate parameter of interest, the model uncertainty is reduced.

• Less than 1 K warming is needed for most locations to undergo asignificant change in
temperature: We show that the warming to which we are already committed is enough for a
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large part of the world to undergo a significant change in local surface temperature. In the low
latitudes only a few tenth degrees warming are enough for a significant change. Furthermore,
these countries are the ones with the lowest CO2 emissions.

• Detectability of precipitation changes on a local scale:Detectability of changes in precipita-
tion on a local scale can not be expected before 2020. But evenif for some areas changes can be
detected, for most areas local changes are not apparent before 2100. The precipitation increase
in the high latitudes is easiest to detect whereas drying in areas of low precipitation is difficult
to detect.

• Developing countries and climate change:Looking at climate change from a country’s per-
spective is important for policy makers to be able to make decisions based on the political
agenda of each country. There are parts of the world which will experience and need to ad-
dress changes caused by climate change sooner than others. However, not every country has
the same ability to adapt because know-how and investments are needed. The countries where
climate change is most prominent relative to the natural range of variability are more vulnerable
to climate change and have a lower adaptive capability.

Overall, the thesis demonstrates two approaches how uncertainties in climate projections can be re-
duced. Evaluating climate models using present day data does not necessarily result in a better con-
vergence of the projections. Therefore, novel approaches are needed to make best use of the model
data available today.

Furthermore, local detectability of temperature and precipitation changes are explored. It is shown
that for temperature only a few tenth degrees warming are needed for a significant change to emerge,
whereas changes in precipitation are only visible in some areas before 2100. The low latitudes are
most affected by the changes caused by climate change.

7.2 Outlook

The aim of climate modeling should be that the model converges to the real world. As the model
resolution is getting higher and process understanding is improving, climate projections will get more
accurate. However, some processes are too small to be simulated by climate models. Therefore,
uncertainties in climate projections will always exist. Towait until the models are perfect is not a
wise strategy since there will never be a perfect model. Furthermore, we simply do not have the time
to wait for the perfect model to come. The only possibility isto work with the data available today.

In my understanding there are three main points which need tobe addressed in the next years:

1. Metrics to evaluate the skill of climate models: Evaluating climate models is by far not a
simple task. In case of temperature novel approaches have been found as illustrated in Chapter
2. However, precipitation may be more limitting for a numberof ecosystems. In large parts of
the Earth the models do not even agree on the sign of change in precipitation.
Nevertheless, climate models are getting better at simulating today’s climate and the resolution
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increases for every generation of models. More processes are included in the simulations, the
complexity of the models is increasing. Evaluation of climate models on a regional scale is
still very challenging because accurate observational data is needed with a long time record.
For most parameters such datasets simply do not exist and if they do exist then measurements
are only local and do not cover a whole region. Even if enough observational data is acquired
to evaluate the models using the past, this does not necessarily mean that the uncertainties in
the projections decrease. Therefore, better metrics to evaluate climate model projections are
needed.
A problem arising in the next year will be that the number of AOGCM versions and the amount
of climate data to process is strongly increasing. Metrics to routinely evaluate models are there-
fore needed. The aim of climate modeling is to generate projections of the climate on longer
time scales. As the amount of data is increasing it gets more challenging to produce climate
change predictions which can be used by end users. Hence, methods to check for a model’s
quality, to decide whether models should be included in an analysis need to be developed in
order to reduce the amount of data which need to be processed by other science communities
or end users.
However, methods to evaluate models need to be chosen carefully. In many cases end users are
interested in specific regions and climate parameters. A ’broad brush’ analysis where a large
number of climate parameters are evaluated on a global scaledoes not necessarily lead to the
information needed. Evaluating smaller scale regions for one or more parameters may be a
more appropriate approach.

2. Process understanding:An other reason for uncertainties are lacks in process understanding.
Small scale processes which are not well understood such as land-atmosphere interactions can
lead to large local differences in the climate models. Observations can help to improve process
understanding. Many observed climate parameters already show a signal of change. Using
observations the processes at work for climate change can bebetter understood. A better un-
derstanding of processes leads to a more accurate implementation of theses processes in the
models. Especially processes which involve the coupling between land-atmosphere, land use
change and the carbon cycle are getting more and more important.

3. Procedures to reduce uncertainties:Even if models are evaluated on a routine and ’bad’
models are excluded from the analysis and even if processes are understood to the very last
detail there will be uncertainties in climate predictions.The predictions are computed by models
and therefore by definition they will never (re)produce the real world. It is always a simplified
representation of what we observe. Hence, methods to reduceuncertainties will always be
needed.
Based on model evaluation regions which show the largest uncertainties are easily detected.
The reason for a large uncertainty in a region may be based on aspecific process (see Chapter
2). But regions might exist where numerous processes lead touncertainties. In these cases
statistical methods such as neural networks or Baysian statistics can help to reduce uncertainty.
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